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Regent Bill Morgan Issues Statement

UPI Story About Curristreates Controversy
By PHYLLIS J. OSBORNE
Staff Writer
A story transmitted across the
United Press International wire
service Monday has created the
latest chapter in the controversy
surrounding Murray State University President Constantine Curris.
The story coitained several
allegations about Curris' actions
as president of the university. Interspersed with those allegations
were quotations from a Sept. 2 letter by regent Bill Morgan to
media.
(Atter talking with legal
counsel, the Murray Ledger
and Times has decided not to
publish the allegations contained in the UPI story. Counsel
recommended those allegations
not be published because they
may involve future litigation
and this newspaper has no proof
to substantiate the information
eontained in the story.)
"I think my critics have hit a

new low," Dr. Curris said today
when asked about the allegations.
"They're °out 1uthLLuu and
scurrilous and absolutely false,"
Curris said.
The university president is "not
exactly sure" what, if any, action
he will take about the matter but
said he "will probably talk to his
attorneys."
M.,.gan, who was distraught at
the story, made the following
statement late Tuesday:
"I am dissappointed that the
UPI would take the liberty of
quoting from my letter, written
and mailed September 2 to the
Courier-Journal and not published
until September 22, couching
rumors and or accusations about
Dr. Curris between quotations
from my letter seeming to make it
appear that I may have originated
the rumors and or accusations.
"This is a totally false conclusion or untrue perception, if
anyone were to so perceive or to so
conclude.

"1 never talked to UPI or
anyone else about finder's fees
on deposits or student contingency funds. In fact, I had never
heard these rumors and or accusations until they were made
by UPI yesterday, Monday,
September 21.
"These rumors are totally new
to me. I cannot and will not give
them any credibility whatsoever,
as I know absolutely nothing about
them. I would suggest that the
UPI writer be identified and asked
to verify and document these
rumors and accusations.
will not be a party to any
such accusations and or rumors. I
know nothing about these and further the regents on Sept. 5 agreed
unanimously to have an
understanding so that a
moratorium or quiet period might
be observed while board chairman Christopher and vice chairman ( William ) Carneal met with
Dr. Curris and seek suggested
solutions to problems at Murray
State.

"I have and will continue to reported the UPI story in several
aolue uy uus agreement and nave newscasts Monday and Tuesday.
not and will not violate the
When Cole was contacted he
moratorium.
said written documentation to
verify the allegations has been
"UPI did call me yesterday, given to him throughout the conSept. 21, about noon and asked me troversy. He said the information
to comment on my letter in the would not be made public unless a
Courier-Journal published Sept. lawsuit was filed or the informa21. I told UPI that I could not com- tion taken before the Board of
ment as a moratorium was in ef- Regents in another hearing about
fect. I explained that my letter the matter.
was mailed prior to the
Cole said he did not solicit any
moratorium. UPI never mention- of the information and it has come
ed any of the rumors or accusa- froth 10 to 15 different sources.
tions on the phone that had been However, he again refused to tell
apparently released by them the Murray Ledger & Times from
earlier in the day unbeknownst whom the information came.
tome"
Laue explained he had not seen
The Murray Ledger & Times the written documents but had
learned from UPI Frankfort been given the information by
Bureau Chief Tom Laue he had
Cole. "I talked with him again towritten the story that led to day and he said he would stand
Morgan's statement. He told the behind the information 100 pernewspaper the information for the cent," Laue said.
allegations came from Loal Cole,
In a conversation Wednesday
Murray, who owns part of radio
morning Laue said Cole had
station WNBS. That station agreed on Monday ta send him the

documents to substantiate the
charges. "However, he is changing his course from what he
previously told me he would do. I
talked with him yesterday and he
was beginning to have some reservations about sending me the
statements."
Cole said the conversation
leading to the UPI story happened
at a reception during a recent UPI
suscribers meeting. He said he
was talking with a group that included Helen Thomas from UPI in
Washington, an East Kentucky attorney, Laue and several others
about the Curris'controversy.
When cotitacted today, Thomas
said she had no recollection of that
conversation. Laue said when the
conversation took place Thomas,
who earlier spoke to the group,
was gone.
In a conversation with Curris,
Laue said the president denied the
allegations saying they were totally untrue and false.
Copyright Murray Newspapers, Inc.

Governmental Meeting
To Draw City, County Officio3is
Newly-elected state, county and
city officials as well as city
managers and chamber of commerce leaders from across a 23county area of West Kentucky
have been invited to agovernmental familiarization conference
Tuesday,Sept. 29, at Murray State
University.
''on C. Kelly, director of the
university's Institute for Rural
Development, said the conference
has been planned to provide "a,,
timely opportunity to learn more
about the immediate concerns
facing local governments.
"Every day the financial picture facing local governments
seems to grow worse, while at the
same time people expect a certain
level of service," he said. "One of
the answers appears to be through
cooperation and coordination in
managing the available resources
more effectively."
A day-long affair, the conference will begin at 9:30 a.m. in
the new University Center and
will include sessions led by' highlevel officials involved in both
'THE NEW LOOK' — The board of directors of the Murray-Calloway County Industrial Foundation
gathered to view "the new look" of the industrial park,located about one mile north of Murray on U.S. 641.
The directors are (from left) Holmes Ellis, secretary; Max Hurt, president; Dr. Jim Byrn , board
member; Dr. Marshall Gordon, president of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, Joe Dick,
Glenn Doran and Melvin Henley,all board members.

Special Olympics Leaders
To Meet At Conference
Kentucky Special Olympics
coordinators from 15 areas in the
state will meet for a conference
Sept. 24-27 at Kenlake State
Resort Park in Aurora.
Gayle Wadlington, West Kentucky Special Olympics coordinator for the Western Kentucky
Mental Health-Mental Retardation Board, said a theme of "Making It Better" has been established for the conference.
In addition to sessions at
Kenlake, the coordinators will
tour the campus of Murray State
University on Saturday afternoon
to see the facilities available on
the site chosen for state Special
Olympics meets in 1982 and 1983.
Wadlington said approximately

2,300 athletes and coaches across
Kentucky are expected to participate in the 1982 state Special
Olympias June 11-13. He and Dr.
Allen Beane, Murray, have been
designed as co-chairmen.
Coordinators at the Kenlake
conference will be planning a
year-round program of sports
training and athletic competition
for more than 10,000 mentally
retarded Kentucky citizens, as
well as focusing on the 1982 games
at Murray State.
The mentally retarded from
age 8 to adults, regardless of the
extent of their disability, are eligible to participate in Special Olympics. Competitive events are ar-

ranged by age group and level of
skill.
Research conducted since the
program's inception in 1978 otters
strong evidence that sports tt1ining and athletic competition for
the mentally retarded not only
enhance their physical, emotional
and intellectual development, but
their motivation, confidence and
self-esteen as well.
Wadlington said organizational
efforts have already begun for the
1982 games at Murray State. He
added that citizens of Murray and
Calloway County, as well as people from the campus community,
will be involved on committees being organized to plan and to carry
out the competition.

Huddleston Examines Usury Law
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
Walter "Dee" Huddleston is looking into the possibility of a national usury law as a means of
slowing the nation's soaring interest rates, he said Tuesday.
"Such legislation would place
limits on interest, and it would be
a phase-in proposition," the Kentucky Democrat said during a
telephone interview, on the night
of a meeting of the Senate Small
Business Committee.
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A member of that committee,
Huddleston said he hadn't arrived
"at a figure on the usury law but I
would make it across-the-board.
Its effect would be the same on
virtually everyone."
For example, Bermuda has
such a law "and it seems to be
working well," the senator
pointed out.
If some remedy isn't found soon
"we re going to see the demise of
many small businesses," Huddleston said. "We could be thrown

into a severe recession."
Farmers, implement dealers,
auto dealers and others "are in
trouble and it's time to do
something about it," Huddleston
said.
A number of legislative proposals on interest rates will
emerge from this session of Congress, he predicted.
"We have got to keep the
pressure on the Federal Reserve
and on this administration to
come to grips with interest rates."

government and economic affairs.
Murray State's president, Dr.
Constantine W. Curris, will
welcome the group to the campus
at 10 a.m. following a 30-minute
registration period, after which
"The Outlook from Washington"
will be presented.
Leading this session will be:
George Russell, an administrative
to 77 S. Sen. Wendell Ford, (D.,
Ky.), and Bob McQueen, who is in
charge of the Louisville office of
U.S. Sen. Walter (Dee) Huddleston(D., Ky.).
At 11 a.m., "The Outlook from
Frankfort" will be given by: Kentucky Secretary of Finance
George Atkins; Legislative
Research Cmmission Director Vic
Hellard; and Andrew (Skipper)
Martin, state commissioner of
community and regional development.
Dr. Wayne Dobson,
Greensburg, will be the luncheon
speaker. He is a professor of
economics currently on leave
from the University of Nebraska
and serving as an economist with
the Kentucky Bankers Associa-

tion. He will diseuss Kentucky's
economic outlook.
At 1:15 p.m., a panel will discuss
the resources and realities of local
government. Participating will
state Rep. Dolly McNutt,
Paducah; McCracken County
Judge-Executive Raymond
Schultz; and Henry Hodges,
Mayfield, executive director of
the Purchase Area Development
District.
At 2:15 p.m., a second panel will
discuss "economic development,"
and participating will be:
Elizabeth 'Mach, manager of the
TVA's Land Between the Lakes;
Darlene Scoggins of Columbus,
Miss., and an assistant to the administrator of the TennesseeTombigee Authority; and Tom
Kron, director of the Division of
Existing Industry in the Kentucky
Department of Commerce.
A ;15 registration fee includes
the luncheon, and reservations
can be made through Kelly's office in Wells Hall at the university.
The telephone number is ( 502) 7626884.

Barkley Attorney Makes Statement

Board Exceeded Authority
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
state Personnel Board exceeded
its authority when it found five
months ago that Agriculture Commissioner Alben Barkley II sexually harassed a woman
employee, according to Barkley's
attorney.
The attorney, Hughes Walker,
was in Franklin Circuit Court
Tuesday, seeking to have the
board's decision overturned.
Across the table was the board's
representative, Max Smith, who
sought a judgment in favor of his
clients.
The board's decision followed a
highly publicized four-day hearing
in April. Barkley contends the
hearing should not have occurred
because of the board's lack of
jurisdiction in the case.
He made the same argument
before the April hearing in an attempt to block it, but Franklin Circuit Judge Henry Meigs ruled then

that the board had the authority to
investigate the charges.
Walker argued Tuesday that the
board's action went beyond an
investigation and became an adjudication — something he maintained the board did not have the
authority to do.
The board assumed a judge's
role when it ordered "certain
penal sanctions" against Barkley
and two of his male subordinates
who also were charged with
harassment, Walker said.
While finding that Barkley did
harass an employee, the board did
not technically penalize him
because of the uncertainty of its
powers over an elected constitutional official.
It did, however, order Barkley
to suspend markets director Doug
Wheeler without pay for 15 days.
And it dismissed harassment
charges against a third department employee, Gerald
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Sunny
Sunny but cool today. High
in the mid or upper 60s.
Clear and cool tonight. Low
in the mid 40s. Sunny and
pleasant Thursday. High in
the lower to mid 70s.
Friday through Sunday:
Dry and pleasant Friday
through Sunday. Morning
lows in the 50s and afternoon
highs in the 70s to low 80s.
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Deatherage, but ordered him to
write an apology to one of the
women making the allegations.
Neither of those actions has occurred, pending the outcome of
Barkley's suit to overturn the
board's decision.
In addition to exceeding its
authority, the board also denied
Barkley his constitutional right to
due process by refusing to give
him copies of witnesses'
statements and other documents,
Walker said.
He argued the board also failed
to adopt standards that it later
tried to enforce as regulations and
-ignored their own regulations
when expediency and convenience
have required."

City Council
To Hear
Final Reading
The final reading of an ordinance increasing sewer rates
for city residents will be heard by
the Murray City Council at its
regular meeting Thursday.
The proposea new rate will raise
the sewer portion of the Water and
Sewer System billing to 100 percent of the water bill.
The sewer charge is presently
computed as 75 percent of the
water charge.
Also on the agenda is the
reading of an ordinance rezoning
property at 1653-55 Calloway Ave.
owned by John 0. Pasco. The proposal will change zoning on the
property from residential to professional office classification.
The meeting begins at 7:30 p.m.
at City Hall.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
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srptember 23. 1961

HEALTH

Mr. and Mrs. Terry D.

Problem is motivation

Houseden of Hazel and
Mr. and Mrs. Huie E
Fraaces Drake
Duncan of Mmo anFOR THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 24,1961
nounce the engagement
Met hied of da) will tomer. calls You radiate self. and approaching marrow be? To find out what the confidence and will make a riage of their children,
stars say, read the forecast good onPresslon on
(
*hers' Tracie Fay Housden and
given for your birth Sign.
Take a chance on your =ate Michael Duncan.
creativity
ARIM
The bride-elect, a 1981
CANCER
( Mar 21 to Apr. 191 Ir44
graduate
of Calloway
(June 21 to July 22) e(C)
Take the initative in
Trust instincts on the job. County High School is the
romance. Both creativity and
Shoppers will find exactly granddaughter of Mr.,
love bring happiness. Don't
what they're looking for. and Mrs. B. L. St. John,
prolong good times to the point
Finances improve now, so Mrs. Noma Housden, all
where you become overtired.
make needed domestic deci- of Hazel and the late
TAURUS
sions.
Grady Housden.
( Apr. 20 to May 20) 4:Ski?
LEO
Duncan, a 1978
Home life and the job both
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
graduate
of Calloway
provide satisfactions. Begin
This is a good time to pro- County High School, is
new work projects now. Enjoy
mote your interests. Charm
the grandson of Mr. Ola
productivity and take pride in and
sociability
attract
your accomplishments.
benefits. Think positively. Travis, Benton and the
GEMINI
lae Lowell Travis and AnDon't be skeptical.
( May 21 to June 20) ns.91- VIRGO
drew Duncan, Almo and
Make important nhone ( Aug. 23 to
the late Marie Oglesby.
Sept. 22) WP
The vows will be exYou work best now from
behind the scenes. Privacy changed Friday, Nov. 6,
abets accomplishment. Catch at 6:30 p.m. at the Murup on unfinished tasks and ray Woman's Club House
clear the decks for action.
with David Bass ofLIBRA
ficiating. A reception will
(Sept. 23 to Oct. ) —
follow the ceremony.
Accept invitations, and
All friends and
social life will bring benefits.
C-.0•01 C', • '53333
Your personality goes over relatives of the couple are
well with others. Keep in touch invited to attend the wed7 00 915
ding and reception. Only
with distant friends.
out-of-town invitations
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 MeV' will be sent.
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BODY HEAT.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR LAMB — I person's proportions but not
advice in suggesting she
weigh 175 pounds I have the weight on the scales
seek help from Al-Anon, but
A pound of lean muscle you missed the boat in
read that you can lose inches arid not lose weight Is contains only about 600 regards to her husband the
that true/ I know exercise is calories because it is more alcoholic.
good for you but I don't have than 70 percent water but a
His only, and I mean only,
much time to run By the pound of fat contains about help is with Alcoholics
time I finish my work I am 3,500 calories So you could Anonymous He has a threetired I do lots of walking gain weight while losing fold illness — physlcal,
some days I don't walk slow calories simply by growing mental and spiritual Please
but fast What do you think muscles while losing fat.
tell the woman to get AA
I think walking is wonder- involved with him Get him
of walking,
DEAR READER — Peo- ful and am sharing my involved with a friend who
ple usually make time to do thoughts on it and how to is on the program or his docthe things they really want use it effectively with you in tor if he adopts AA or his
to do Your problem is moti- The Health Letter number minister if he understands
vation and you are not 16-1, Walking to Health, the illness. He must hit his
alone
which I am sending you.
bottom, but with AA looking
Since your main goal
Others who want this in on him once in a while he
seems to be to lose weight issue can send 75 cents with may get to the program I'm
you don't need to run or jog
a long, stamped, self- a recovering alcoholic
You can walk To lose calo- addressed envelope for it to
DEAR READER
—
ries, distance is the most me, in care of this newspa- Thank you for wanting to
important factor You don't per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio help No one knows more
need to walk fast and be City Station, New York, NY about how AA works than a
uncomfortable either If you 10019.
person who has been
walk a mile fast or slow you
Almost everyone can through the program. Conwill use about 60 calories walk You can use your gratulations on your effort.
more than you would if you pulse as a guide to how
Of course, I would like to
were sitting still. Since you much you are doing. Also see all alcoholics use proweigh more than 150 pounds you can break it up into grams such as AA that help
you will lose a little more. It short walks. I believe if them And I am sure that AIdoesn't matter much if you everyone would walk just Anon, which is for the famiwalk four miles an hour or four miles a day we would lies and friends of alcoholonly two. Use distance, not have far fewer health prob- ics, will advise anyone who
Tracie Fay Housden
time, as your guide
lems.
comes to them how to best
Yes, you can lose inches
DEAR DR. LAMB — In get their relative or friend
and not lose pounds. Why/ your column on alcohol you involved with AA. Both
• to wed Michael Duncan
Because pounds are pounds gave the wife some good organizations are useful.
of everything you put on the
• scales, whether it is body
water, fluid, fat or muscle
When a person exercises and
improves the size of the
muscles, the muscle weight
increases. If he is using
The Local Chapter of the National Association ofmore calories than he conThe wedding of Jackie streamers ent wind
Refreshments were sumes he will lose fat. As Retired Federal Employees will have a luncheon
Gayle Parker and Paul around two gold wedding served. Approximately 30 muscles increase and fat meeting Friday, Sept. 25, at 11:30 at the Colonial
decreases the waistline may House Smorgasbord.
Thomas Lyles will be bands.
persons were present or shrink
as the arms or legs
solemnized on Friday,
Officers for the coming year will be installed by
Approximately 12 per- sent gifts.
increase, changing a

Aim for the top, but keep important career developments
confidential. Private meetings
are favored. Solicit important
backing.
SAGITTARIUS
ar
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) P4
Social contacts are helpful
to business. You may receive
an invitation to travel. Join
friends at a movie or cultural
occasion.
Sept. 25, at 7 p.m. at the
CAPRICORN
ICirksey Baptist Church
(Dec.22 toJan. 19) ad4 with the
Rev. Glen Cope
Career luck is with you and
officiating.
it's a good time to seek a raise.
The bride-elect has
You may expect a confidential
tip. Make decisions regarding chosen her niece, Shari
McClure, as her matron
joint assets.
of honor. Tammy Locke
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
will keep the guest
Make plans for travel with a register.
dear companion. Parinefilkip
Kenny Darnell, cousin
affairs
are
happily of the groom-elect, will be
highlighted. A close tie feels
the best man. Ushers will
especially creative.
be Scott Barrow and Mike
PISCES
Watson.
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 X
A program of music
Work hard now and you'll
receive immediate benefits. will be presented by Gary
Job-hunters meet with luck. McClure, pianist and
Follow up on leads. You may vocalist, Lesa Hoke,
receive an inheritance.
vocalist, and Jeff Dowdy,
YOU BORN TODAY are in- guitarist.
tellectual and creative. ArFollowing the
tistic pursuits are your
ceremony the reception
natural milieu and you'll have
success as a writer, actor, will be in the Community
critic, musician, painter or ar- Room of the North
chitect. Overcome a tendency Branch of the Peoples
to scatter your energies and to Bank, Murray, with
live by your wits.
Locke, Kim

Parker and Lyles Wedding Vows
To Be Solemnized At Kirksey

The ibstriosolow• camehmeee _
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Movie Special
All Seats $1.50
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Open 7-Start 7:15
Thurs.-Sun.

Phillips, and Dawn Sledd
serving the guests.
A 11 friends and
relatives of the couple are
invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
The bride-elect has
been honored with
several prenuptial
events,

It is our
pleasure to
announce
that
Nino Harrell,
bride-elect

of Joey Butterworth, has selected gifts
and accessories from our collection

Treasure House
Sortie:1de Manor
753-679$

The first was a surprise
household shower given
by Cheryl Hyneman,
Ginger Burkeen, Pam
Overbey, and Becky
Phillips at the home of
the latter on Aug. 23.
The table was overlaid
with a white lace cloth
and centered with an arrangement of silk
flowers. Punch, mints,
and cake were served.
The cake, made by
Overbey, was decorated
with tiny birds carrying

qoa A/ie
Framers Gallery, Inc.
Grand Opening "Art-O-Rama"
In Murray, West Kentucky's

Cultural Art Center
Monday September 21 thru Friday 25th
Daily 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

;•,

Noted L Award Winning Artists Appearing Daily
Mowers 71,

Ilona* 740

illtIA WINTERS
HAIRY CARTWINGITT

DONNA RIOIARt6011
ANN mai
V111011111A cuwm
AIM ANDMISON

Teesdey 12e1
C GOOOMAN
RAINY DOWDY
flANCES WELLS WES/11

W.dusi4u 73,-4
CRUSES PATTERSON
ROD DALE GRINE
SCOTT SNUPI

Frier, TS*
TEM P60010
I I AININTOSII

Grand Opening Specials
10 00 Off All
Works of Art

10°. Off All
Framing Orders
(Purchased Here or Brought IM

Register For Originals And Collector Prints
To Be GivOn Away By Eoch Pgrtic ipoting Artist
Winners Will Be Announced Sot Oct 3, 1981
In the Murray ledger 8 Times.
Everyone Who Registers Will Receive o
Frei Cheri's Patterson Print
"The Village"
641 N. Murray

sons were present or sent
gifts.

A household shower
was on Aug. 27 in the
Community Room of the
North Branch of the
Peoples Bank with Renee
Underwood, Dawn Sledd,
and Tammy Locke as
hostesses.
Games were played
and refreshments were
served. Approximately 15
persons attended or sent
gifts.
Jean Tucker, Judy
Byers, Rosemary Boyd,
Shari McClure, and Carol
Chapman entertained
with a household shower
in the Community Room
of the North Branch'of the
Peoples Bank on Sept. 8.
The hostesses presented
the honoree with a corsage of tiny rust
rosebuds.
The table, overlaid with
a white lace cloth, was
centered with a bowl of
peach colored punch,
which was served along
with nuts, mints, and
cake. McClure made the
cake which was
decorated with miniature
wedding bells.
Approximately 45 persons attended or sent
gifts.
The last event, a
household shower, on
Sept. 15 was also at the
Peoples Bank branch
with Winona Tucker,
Suzanne Feagin, Jacky
Winchester, and Patricia
Wadsworth as the
hostesses.
Parker was presented a
corsage of rust and
apricot silk flowers.
The refreshment table,
overlaid with a white lace
cloth, featured a centerpieced of rust and apricot
silk flowers, made as a
gift to the honoree, by
Carole Gremere.

Tennis Group
Plans Play,
Group A of the Ladies
Tennis of the Murray
Country Club will play at
9:30 Friday morning,
Sept. 25, at the club.
The lineup is as
follows:
Court One — Lois Keller,
Andrea Hogancamp, Joni
Billington and Patsy
Oakley.
Court Two — Judy Carroll, Peggy Billington,
Carol Boaz snd Sharron
Brown.
Court Three — Brenda
Marquardt, Jeanetta
Williams, Emmy Edwards and Lynn Stout.

Robert Douglas first vice president of the Kentucky
Federation of Chapters. Music will be by Pete Brown.
All members are urged to attend as several items of
interest to the chapter will be discussed, according to
Van D. Valentine, chapter spokesman.

Goose Project.
At the dinner meeting
Saturday evening, Joseph
0. Knight, Jr., of
Louisville, will present a
multi-media program entitled "Come Spy With
Me." His program concerns a collection of
natural history subjects,
with emphasis on birds.
Knight, who majored in
biology and holds A.B.
and M.A. degrees from
the University of
Louisville, spends his
summers
photographing birds in
the upper peninsula of
Michigan.
The three-day meeting
will conclude with a
business meeting and
election of officers.
Ramon Iles of
Owensboro is president of
the organization.
Reservations for dinner
may be made by sending
a check for $7.50 to the
secretary-treasurer,
John Krull, 1108
Whetstone Way,
Louisville, Ky. 40223, to
reach him no later than
Sept. 30.
Non-members, who are
interested in the study of
birds may attend all or
part of the meetings, are
invited.

Ladies

Inspirational Day
"Happiness is..."
Prov. 16:20

Sept. 26
10:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

7th & Poplar Church of Christ
All Ladies Welcome
Attended Nursery for 5 years iml oder
Morning Session: 19:00-11:30
"Happiness is..."
...Knowing God" .
Marguerito Brooks
Seeing Good"...
Shirley Cleaver
Counting Our Blessings"
Becky Phillips
. Praying Doily"
Janice Nix
Personal Thoughts
orld Poems'. . . Fanny Thurmond, Leah Evans

Noon Fellowship
Food will be furnished by ladies at 7th & Poplar

Afternoon Session: 1:00-2:30
Help Yourself
To Happiness
. . . . . . . Lowando Hoover
Living One Day At A Time. . . Linda Patterson
. . Getting Our Priorities Straight Linda Brodshow
Breaking the Alabaster Box . Marcia Johnson
Shoring Jesus With Others
Ann Morrow
. Being A Giver ond Nato Getter. Lillian Steele

COME BE WITH US

Antique Show
Opens Friday
An antique show and
sale will be at the Jaycee
Civic Center, 2701 Park
Avenue, Paducah, on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,Sept. 25, 26, and 27.
Thirty dealers will exhibit in the 18th semiannual show and sale.
Show hours will be 5 to 9
p.m., Friday, noon to 9
p.m., Saturday, and noon
to 5 p.m.,Sunday.
Tickets will be on sale
at the door and will be
good for all three days,
according to Jean Schaer
who may be called at 1898-7157 for information.
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Electrolysis

Hand pick your Christmas
diamonds now from our
gigantic 5 store inventory.
Save on clusters, sets,
solitaires, wedding bonds,
pendonts, and eorrings.
Huge discounts ondo
free bonus gift

HERE IS YOUR
BONUS GIFT
A 14K Gold Diamond
FLOATING HEART

-Id

on a 15" Serpentine
14K Gold Chain

A
— FREE

With Any Diamond Purchase
or Layaway of $200 or More

EVERY DIAMOND IS
TRIPLE TESTED
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NARFE Sets Meeting

Ornithological Group
To Meet At Kenlake
The Kentucky Ornithological Society will
have its 58th annual fall
meeting at Kenlake State
Resort Park, on Friday,
Oct. 2 through Sunday
noon, Oct. 4. •
Registration 421 will
begin at 4 p.m. A paper
session will be Friday at
7:30 p.m. Field trips are
planned for Saturday
starting at 7:45 a.m.
A program will start at
2:30 p.m. Saturday on
T.V.A.'s Restoration
Center-The Giant Canada
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Clancy-Nance Vows Said
In Church Ceremony

Ii

Christy Ann Clancy,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard M. Clancy, Sr.,
of Rt. 1, Ridgely, Tenn.,
and Ricky Dale Nance,
Son of Mrs. Sue Nance of
Paducah and grandson
al Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Myers of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Beaman
of Rt. 1, Kirksey, were
married in an afternoon
summer ceremony at the
First United Methodist
Church, Ridgely, Term.
The Rev. Norman Crittenden officiated at the
double ring ceremony.
Mrs. Henry Holland,
organist, and Mrs. Billy
E. Gray soloist,
presented a program of
nuptial music.
A sunburst arrangement of gladioli in a
fluted basket was the
focal point of the
candlelight setting placed
before a 15-branch arched candelabrum flanked
by three single
•candelabra entwined
t with greenery. The unity
candle lit by the couple
was a thick anniversary
candle.
The Bride
The bride, given in
marriage by her grandfather, Leonard Fisher,
wore a formal wedding
gown of white sheer
polyester organza
fashioned with a fitted
bodice and a full flowing
skirt. Venice and chantilly lace were combined to
form a frilly bib on the
bodice, and adorned the
cuffs of the sheer bishop
sleeves and the Victorian
neckline. A crystal
pleated lace-edged
flounce bordered the skirt
and the chapel length
tririor
Her Camelot headpiece
was adorned with lace
and seed pearls. Attached
was a fingertip veil of illusion, edged in chantilly
lace. She carried a silk

•

Community Events

Thursday,Sept.24
13th, Murray.
9-13-81
Thursday,Sept.24
North Calloway
Christopher M. DavidSIDS (sudden death
Newborn Admissions
syndrome) Group will Parent-Teacher Club will
Anderson, Baby Boy son,Bx.747,Paris, Tenn.,
meet at 7 p.m. at the meet at 7 p.m. at the (Cynthia ), 217 Irvan, Cheryl A. Billington, P.O.
13x. 422, Murray, Jay
Health Center, North school.
Murray.
Poston,
2107 Gatesboro,
Seventh and Olive
Baby
Girl
Duncan,
Zeta Department of the
Streets.
Murray Woman's Club (Cathy), M4 Southside Murray, Julie M. King,
Rt. 1 Bx. 130A, Hazel,
will have a salad supper Manor, Murray.
,
Mrs. Shirley A. Smith,
Underhill,
Baby
Boy
at
6:30
p.m.
at
the
club
Wranglers Riding Club
Rt.
5, Benton, Kenneth R.
Dexter.
),
Rt.
1,
(Angelia
members will ride at 8 house.
Hawkins, at. 1, FarmSaxon,
Baby
Girl
(Sanp.m.at the club.
Friday,Sept. 25
dra), Rt. 1, Bx.239C,Far- ington,
Local Chapter of the
Jimmy R. Leach, Bs.
mington.
Disabled American National Association of
12, Dexter, Timothy
„amigos's
Veterans Chapter and Retired Federal
r F. Miller Wood, at. 1, Kirksey,
Arm Iia
Auxiliary are scheduled Employees will meet at
LBab
y. Rt. 1, Ben- Steve Higgins, M. 7,
to meet at 7 p.m. in the 11:30 a.m. at Colonial
McKnight, Mayfield, Earl D.
toniCa
L
Legion Hall.
House Smorgasbord.
Bx. 202, Kuttawa, Odis Clayton, 806 -Guthrie,
Curtis, 303 E. 13th, Ben- Murray, Mrs. Eulala B.
Mothers Day Out will
Hazel- and Douglas ton, Heather M. Terry, Elkins,832 Hurt, Murray,
he at 9 a.m. in tne First Centers will be open from
Rt. 1. Cunningham, Mrs. Mrs. Annie L. Bailey,
Baptist Church.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acKathleen S. Kelley,'100 S.• 1304 Farris, Murray.
tivities by Senior Citizens
Bible Journaling Group with lunch at Hazel at
of First Christian Church 11:45 a.m. and at Douglas
will meet at 7 p.m. in the at noon.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
The North Calloway Elementary School ParentMarvin, 1658 College TerAll single parents are Teacher Club will meet Thursday,
Sept. 24, at 7 p.m. in
race.
invited to an "unbirth- the school.
day" party by the
Events for the new school year will be discussed
Senior Citizens Centers Parents Without Partwill be open as follows: ners Chapter at 7:30 pm. with emphasis on the upcomiong fall festival, acHazel and Douglas from at Park Terrace, Fulton. cording to a FTC spokesman who urges all parents and
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis For information call 1- interested persons to attend.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
442-6390.

North PTC To Meet

Bluegrass Festival
Asking For Persons
To Be Contestants

ween the ages of 18 and
30, the Silver Queen must
be a lady over 50 years
old. Contestants may live
in Kentucky, Tennessee,
Missouri, Illinois, or Indiana.
Judging will be done on
nosegay bouquet of white front. A waist band set off and groom statuette
personality, poise, and
open throat roses and the empire waist, and the under ap arch topped the
costumes of Daisy Mae,
buds, stephanotis, and flounce at the hemline' cake. Leatherleaf fern,
L'il Abner and Mammy
baby's breath, tied with was caught to a bustle ef- yellow daisies, and blue
Munn. The costumes
white ribbon.
fect in the back.
anemones circled the
must
be made and modelSusan Clancy was the
She wore a single cake and the punch bowl.
ed
by
the
contestant.
maid of honor for her yellow daisy in her hair,
Serving at the recepwinners
will
The
sister. She wore a formal and carried a nosegay of tion were Cheryl Maddox
preside
over
the
entire
length gown of pale yellow daisy mums and and Debbie Tolley of
See Our Beautiful New
Festival, riding on a boat
yellow organza over mat- blue pixie carnations tied Ridgely, Tenn.
boat
decorated
the
in
Fall Fashions
ching taffeta, with the fit- with ribbons.
flotilla, riding on a float
ted bodice featuring a
Teddy Futrell' of MurFriday From
This
in the street parade, be.
double bertha collar dipp- ray was the best man.
ing introduced from the
12 p.m.-1 p.m. At The
ing to a deep V at the Richie Clancy, brother of
stageduring the conHoliday Inn Restaurant
the bride, of Ridgely,
certs, etc., plus they will
Tenn., was the usher.
receive trophys, clothing,
Reception
jewelry,and other prizes.
A reception was given
To enter, contact Olga
by the bride'a parents in • The September social
Edwards, Bel Air Motel,
meetings
business
thly
the fellowship hall of the meeting of the Murray
each third Wednesday Rt. 1, Gilbertsville, or Pat
church.
Shrine Club was at the night, a club spokesman Harris, Fairview CotMurray
Downtown
The bride's table, lakeside home of Clark
Italian Spaghetti
tages, Rt. 1, Gilbertsville.
covered with an English and Maggie Joy on Satur- said.
Special
net cloth over yellow, was day evening,Sept. 19.
•
•
••
bordered at the table
Following a social hour
edge with yellow ribbons a potluck dinner was
inserted in lace. A five- served with the prime
On4
branched silver epergne roast beef being furnishcentered the table, ed and prepared by the
ith Girls( &rad
holding yellow tapers and hosts.
%Aid 40 I %Ira
filled with yellow, blue
Those attending yere
I fig' Special For
and white carnations and Nobles and Mesdames
1
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
daisies.
Cliff Finney, Leroy Todd,
Imidc Dining Onls
tree Refill,.()it Driri
The tiers of wedding Tremon Farris, Jack
cake were separated by Norwine,Steve Shaw and
tall colonnades. Yellow children Steven and Emdaisy mums and blue pix- ma, Freed Cotham,
ie carnations adorned the Harry Ray, Tony
layers. A miniature bride Valpintesta, Fred
Westfall, Kenneth •
Jackson, Paul Redden, •
•
Jim Armbruster, Morris
•
Bilbrey, James C.
Williams, Clark Joy and •
•
Willie Scott. Guests in- •
cluded Paul Claypool and •
•
Pat Winchester.
•
The club's social •
•
meeting is on the third
•
Saturday of each month. •
All local and visiting
Shriners are invited to at- •
tend both the social, •
meetings and the mon- •
•
Model 2000
Outstanding features like the
•
•
choice of 25 different stitches.
•
•
The Touch-Tronic• Memory
•
BOGARD GIRL
Machine that follows instruc•
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Greg
a
finger.
tions at the touch of
•
Bogard, 1207 Poplar •
The Flip & Sew' panel and a
Street, announce the •
step buttonholer that measures
•
birth of a daughter, I.
the button and makes a buttonhole to fit.
Stacie Rae, weighing six •
•
pounds 10 ounces, •
measuring 18 inches, •
a
born Thursday, August 27 •
at 3:34 p.m. at the •
S
Murray-Calloway County •
Hospital.
•
The mother is the •
• Murray's largest and most complete children's store would like to
former Cathy Melton. •
• have the opportunity this Thursday,
The father is employed •
Friday & Saturday to show you
•
by Hudson Trucking.
•
our
collection
of
children's
famous name brand fashions for fall and
Grandparents are •
Evelyn Melton, • offer them to you 20% off regular price for cosh.
833
Nashville, the late Waid •
6110
•
Model 833
Melton, and the late Mr. •
•
Model 6110
The Stylist° offers versatile ,
and Mrs. Rudell Bogard. •
•
can
so
you
capabilities
stitch
Twelve
stitch.
A wide zig-zag
Great-grandparents are •
sew with ease on all knit and
built-in Fashion* and FieldMr. and Mrs. Hayden •
Sorry No Charges-Bank Cards or Lay-aways on Sale Items
stretch fabrics. Add a free-arm
Stitch' patterns for sewing
Bogard and Lora Wilkin- •
and convenient drop-in bobelastic, mending, blind hemmson.
bin, . . . you get a great value.
ing and decorative Stitching.

Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Dale Nance

The Kentucky Lake
Bluegrass Festival
Association" is looking for
candidates for the
Bluegrass Queen,
Bluegrass King, and the
Silver Queen contest to be
a part of the Annual
Bluegrais Festival Oct. 9,
10, and 11.
The contest is open to
girls between the ages of
16 and 23 who have not
won a beauty contest in
the past year. The
Bluegrass King contest
is open to young men bet-

Shriners Have
Social Meeting
At Joy Home

PAGIrv-7WIS
$1 09

Mademoiselle
Shop

Discount for Cash

Storewide Sale

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.

tr

Hospital Report

jill
Sisiv.4•7lsoss
SAVE SAVE SAVE
Cash in on
savings now.

Biiths

SAVE $200

SAVE $70.00

INGER
'A Tradernark ol
The S4nger Company
Cabinet and carrying
CMS extra on ail models

Every Item in The Store discounted for this Sale

SAVE $50.00
Murray Sewing Center
Bel Air Center
Murray, Ky.
753-5323

Personal

Open 96 Mon

HOSPITALPATIENTS
Local persons recently
dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, include Jimmy Pritchett,
Dexter; Priscilla Moody,
Tomie Cavitt and Todd
SIirber, all of Murray.
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Looking Back.
1(1 Years .-11g()
Steve Beatty, son of Dr? and
Mrs. Durward Beatty, was named
a semi-finalist in the 1971-72 National Merit scholarship program,
according to Murray High School
Principal Eli Alexander.
Deaths reported include Billy
Eugene Holsapple, 35, who was
killed in a one-car accident, and
Martha Jane LaHeii,65.
The current dark tobacco crop
in Calloway County was probably
one of the heaviest bodied crops to
be harvested in several years, according to Ted Howard, extension
agent.

EDITORIAL

Life Not Better
In Russia
Life in Russia is enough to
drive a comrade to drink, if
on'Ay he could afford it.
It's a lucky thing most Russians don't own cars,
because the price of gasoline
is going up to about $2 a
gallon. The average Russian's $229-a-month income
doesn't allow much joy
riding.
If Ivan does own a car and
he's brooding about the increase in gas prices, he won't
get ahead by trying to drown
his sorrows. The price of
vodka is going to about $8 a

pint.
Things could always get
worse, and they most likely
will. Amid rumors that the
price of bread and other
basic foods would also be going up, the commissars put
out the official word that this
is a dirty, rotten, filthy
capitalist lie.
The price of food will NOT
be going up. The only catch
is, there's a food shortage
and there's not enough to eat.
Reprinted by permission of
St. Louis Globe-Democrat)

Heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem
not answered in these columns,
write to Heartline. 114 East
Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt reply, but you must include a
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The m•Ast useful replies
will be printed in this column.

do not want this to happen to me. I
would like to stay mentally active
for the rest of my life. Do you have
any suggestions for keening your
mind alive after retirement? W.N.

ANSWER: Yes, we do. Use
your mind every optiortunity you
have. Don't just sit in front of the
t.v. all day long, or putter around
in the yard or gossiping with
friends. Do active things with your
mind. One of the best means of
HEARTLINE: My husband and staying mentally alert is to do a lot
I reside in California, which as of reading on varied subjects and
most people know,is a community stay in touch with the world afproperty state. We used to be in fairs. Discuss these subjects with
quite good financial shape, until your friends instead of gossiping.
my husband began drinking-a lot. It also helps to play thinking,
I have just received a good-sized games such as chess, checkers,
inheritance from my father's scrabble or working cross-word
estate. Do the community proper- puzzles. Get involved in some
ty laws mean that I will have to facet of community affairs, if only
give my husband use of half the as a volunteer and use your ideas
money? I certainly hope not, as to make needed changes or start
we are in our early 60's and I have needed programs in your coma feeling that this money will have munity. Or volunteer to help a
to be my security for the rest of local charity or at a local hospital.
my life. If he gets any part of it, it Does your area have a vocational
will only go to buy liquor and 1h school as part of high school? If
traffic violations and such. Can so, see if they offer any courses in
you advise me? B.D.
learning a new skill to older people or see if there is so me way you
ANSWER: In most community
can assist in a class and teach
property states, you do not have to
others your own skills. If your
share inheritance, gifts or properarea has a small local newspaper,
ty acquired before you were marsee if they need a free-lance
ried. However, there are always
reporter and see how good you are
exceptions. We suggest that you
at writing items that would be of
contact an attorney immediately
interest to other community
and explain the situation. In your
members. Always be ready to
circumstances, you may not be rehelp friends and neighbors work
quired to share one cent with your
out any problems they might ask
husband. But an attorney can best
your advice about.
guide you.
Even though you are getting
older, that does not mean that
HEARTLINE: I have been
your mental abilities are weakenretired for 7 years, and I seem to
ing. There is always a place for sonotice that my mind is not as
meone who wants to learn or to
sharp as it used to be. I certainly--help others. Find your niche.

ashington l'od(1v

By W.DALE NELSON

Library To Be Reviewed

•

WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
debate over the proposed Richard
Nixon library at Duke University
has been conducted in academic
halls so far, but Congress will
have the last word.
In the process, there may be
renewed questions about how far
the government should go in maintaining museums highlighting the
achievements of former
presidents.
The Presidential Libraries Act,
passed in 1955, gives Congress 60
days in which to veto any agreement for the establishment of such
a library.
The question would be reviewed
by the House Government Operations and Senate Governmental
Affairs committees.
The members of the Governmental Affairs panel include Sens.
Lawton Chiles, D-Fla., and David
Pryor, D-Ark., sponsors of a bill
designed to limit the museum part
of presidential libraries.
In addition, the 1974 act giving
the National Archives control of
former President Nixon's papers
provides that they must remain in
the Washington, D.C.,area.
That act would have to be
amended in order to move the
papers to the Durham, N.C., campus where Nixon attended law
school.
Even among Nixon's staunchest
foes, there appears to be little
sentiment in Congress to block the
proposed library if Nixon, the
Archives and Duke reach an
agreement. In fact, Pryor said opponents of the Duke facility were
being "very short-sighted."

Questions may well come up,
however, about what Pryor called
"the shrine syndrome" in
presidential libraries.
Probably few scholars at Duke
or anywhera else would deny that
the Nixon papers are a treasure
trove for historians and should be
available for studs.
Presidential libraries, however,
are not just libraries. They are
also museums celebrating the
achievements and personalities of
individual presidents.
Chiles and Pryor have introduced legislation since 1979 to curtail
the museum function. They have
had little support. Time cools
passions, and few Americans
think it inappropriate to honor
both Herbert Hoover at West
Branch, Iowa, and Franklin D.
Roosevelt at Hyde Park, N.Y.
But Richard Nixon? The idea
was too much for some Duke
faculty and alumni, who argueciar
that the building would become a
memorial to the president driven
from office by the Watergate
scandal.
Duke President Terry Sanford,
however, insisted that the library
would be "primarily a research
facility" and trustees of the
university decided to continue
negotiations with the former
president.
Nixon's attorney, R. Stan
Mortenson of Washington,
declines to discuss the status of
the talks, or even whether any
talks are going on. Duke officials
have indicated they will insist that
the museum part of the library be
severely limited.

20 Years Ago
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Letters To The Editor

Copley News Service

A new mil book mobile was
started in operation about Sept. 20
and serviced all schools and store
stations, according to Margaret
Trevathan, bookmobile librarian.
Deaths reported include Will C.
Rowland,95.
The Ledger & Times published
something new for Murray. It was
a five color advertisement for
Taylor Motors,Inc.

30 Years Ago

Sheriffs Need Attention Too
Dear Editor,
It's a downright shame that
most newspaper writers in Kentucky have jumped on the bandwagon and made the Governor
their prime target in their papers
pertaining to the Succession Bill.
The governor definitely should not
be the brunt of all accusations and
innuendos by his critics and the office of the sheriff should be given
more attention than it is receiving
by the news media.
We believe the Governor, Lt.
Governor and ,other constitutionally elected officials deserve
an opportunity to run for reelection as well as anyone else.
But again, the main issue has not
come out and that is, is the question of Succession itself right or
wrong for Kentuckians and
shouldn't they be allowed to use
their own judgement and vote ac-

cordingly.
The office of sheriff in Kentucky
has not received the attention it
deserves. The voters need to be
informed of some of the duties a
sheriff performs,such as:
1. Serving of summons
2. Warrants and all types of
papers
3. Collecting taxes
4. Handling prisioners for courts
and jails
5. Arresting procedures
6. LAW ENFORCEMENT —
with the exception of Louisville,
Lexington, and Covington,
sheriffs in the other 117 counties in
Kentucky are directly involved
with everyday law enforcement
duties and procedures. He knows I
who his informants are and
handles this accordingly. The
state police, local and county
police cannot handle all law en-

Police Act Promptly
Dear Editor:
You very seldom hear the good
things our local police department
attend to promptly. On Wednesday about 5:00 a.m., I noticed my
son's car was missing from my
driveway.
I called the police and a very
polite officer arrived at my home
within minutes.
My son, Blaine Donelson, was
here on vacation from Lexington.
Within one hour he was called and
his 1977 Datsun had been
recovered. He drove to the site
and his car was surrounded by
police cars.

Kentucky Closeup

Fortunately, only his 38 pistol
was stolen and the police have
recorded the serial number in the
computer. In less than two weeks,
the gun was recovered.
We gratefully appreciate the
concern and help all of these
wonderful officers gave my family and that no officers were
seriously injured. The Murray
Police Dept. and Detective did an
outstanding job in recovering the
car and gun.
Sincerely,
Buell Donelson
804 Sunny Lane
Murray, Kentucky 42071
By GEORGE
W.HACKETT

Sassafras Gets New Life
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Pity
the lowly sassafras.
Attacked by fire, insects and
disease, it struggles to reach
maturity and then is ignored by
almost everyone.
Farmers stumble over the tree;
carpenters can't use it;
nurserymen won't sell it.
But in the eastern Kentucky
mountains, the sassafras is as
precious as diamonds to Russell
Cartee. He has been collecting the
roots and barks since 1923 and
marketing them through state
parks, gift shops and motels.
"That bark makes the greatest
tea in the world," said Cartee.
"The Indians and pioneers drank
it like water. Puts pep in the body
and keeps a man active. I'm 78
and still feeling pretty good, but
tryin' to slow down a little bit."
His 10-acre farm outside
Greenup is just over the hill from
that of Jessie Stuart, the noted
author. ,
"Folks will drive by his place
then come over here and pick up
bark to take home with them.
Later, they will send me or my
wife a card or telephone us and
ask for more."
The couple also gets inquiries
about Mrs. Cartee's sassafras
candy`, prepared from a secret
recipe, but it hasn't been
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should b i topics of general
interest
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

available since a heart attack
forced her out of the kitchen.
"She had to get up at 4 a.m.each
day to fix the candy, and the
doctor put his foot down on that
routine."
Although there are three kinds
of sassafras — white, yellow and
red — Cartee claims "the red is
the best and the one that we use
for packaging to make tea."
At one time, Cartee fed all three
varieties into his homemade
distilling plant, extracting the oil
for shipment to manufacturers of
linaments and perfumes. Approximately 20 tons of chips were needed to collect 400 pounds of oil.
Cartee also bottled some of the
oil for his neighbors as an external
pain reliever for bee stings, insect
bites, burns and poison ivy.
His customers would tell Cartee
that the oil was "good for a lot of
other things, but we didn't recommend it for things we didn't know
about."
He quit processing the oil after
help became scarce."When I was
a boy, people ran to get work. Now
they run to get away from it."
The processing plant, except for
its giant size, could be mistaken
for a moonshine still. "I thought
once about producing gasohol in it
but decided I didn't want to fool
with that stuff."
He does, however, make kitchen
and butchering knives from old
cross-cut saw blades. These fine
utensils, finished with walnut
handles and safety guards of
brass and copper, are in heavy demand among housewives and
grocery store owners in Greenup
County.
"Trouble is, those saw blades
are hard to find. Everything's
electrical today."
Like most mountain men,
Cartee has maintained his independence through hard work
and ingenuity — and sassafras.
"There's always going to be
plenty around. It grows wild while
you sleep."

forcement requirements and the
sheriff and his deputies handle
many arrests and investigations
in their county and do a much better job than they are given credit
for.
There is no substitute for experience and with four years
under his belt, it has to improve
their law enforcement
capabilities. Again, there is no
substitute for the four years of
training each sheriff receives.
Check the record in each county
and find out how many arrests are
made by whom. Why is Kentucky
the laughing stock of the nation?
Mainly because sheriffs are not
allowed to seek re-election. There
are over three thousand sheriffs in
this nation and there are less than
three hundred who cannot seek reelection after their terms are over
and Kentucky constitutes one hundred and twenty of the three hundred. The Sheriffs' Association
realizes Kentucky will never be
professionalized in the office,of
sheriff until they are able to thui
for re-election and Kentucky very
definitely needs the professionalization of law enforcement
because;
A. Crime is up in most every
county in the state with drugs,
domestic problems, killings, etc.
B. Why should a qualified person want to run for the office of
sheriff with a known four year
employment period only, with the
economy in the condition it is in.
C. The Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys
and Girls Ranch which cares for
over five-hundred needy boys and
girls each summer from our state
needs to have the continuity and
knowledge of a Sheriffs' Association Board of Directors, but with
the changing each four years of all
one hundred and twenty sheriffs
this is impossible.
Yes, we will soon elect one hundred and twenty new sheriffs and
in many cases bring in many new
deputies as well. Now I ask you,
should the governor be the most
important issue in this very vital
matter before the voters? Certainly people can determine if a
man or woman is doing a good or
bad job and vote accordingly.
Remember,just because a person
runs for office there is no
guarantee that he will be reelected.
We would appreciate the writers
in Kentucky putting more emphasis on the office of sheriff when
reporting on the Succession Bill
and not just how it will affect the
governors office. The office of the
sheriff is the most important office in each county. Please encourage your readers to use sound
logic and vote yes on the Succession Bill in November.
For more information, please
contact me at(502)893-8187.
Sincerely,
Ray H.Stoess,
Executive Director
Ky. Sheriffs' Boys and Girls
Ranch
For The Kentucky Sheriffs'
Assn.

The Silver Star for gallantry in
action was awarded to Cpl. James
Robinson. He is serving in Korea.
"Popcorn started coming in and
probably some of it received now.
Several out-of-town buyers were
here which affected the price,"
from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Deaths reported include Noah
Rogers.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Vasseur,Sept.
14, a girl to Mr.and Mrs. Harry M.
Sledd, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Buell
Scott, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Nance, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Hershell Gosh, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Williams, all
on Sept. 15.
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Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a foruin for the free
exchange of differing opinions
We at The Murray Ledo r &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to on14 those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers
Therefore, we encourage reader..
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
6 other artirte-,—to- respond with their
feelings op the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
•
editor.
By the same token if an issue has
not been discussed on thi/- page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authol ed article on whatevor that
topic !nicht be

Imlay in History

Today is Wednesday, Sept. 23,
the 266th day of 1981. There are 99
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On September 23, 1978,
President Anwar Sadat returned
to a hero's welcome in Egypt after
the Camp David summit with
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin.
On this date:
In 1817, Spain signed a treaty
with Britain to end slave trade.
In 1956, Britain and France
submitted the Suez Canal dispute
to the U.N.Security Council.
In 1972, nearly a decade of
martial law began in the
Philippines under President
Ferdinand Marcos.
Mirrray Ledger & Times
In 1973, former Argentine
Juan Peron was returned
dictator
USF'SJOIS JO
Publisher
- to power in a presidential election.
Walter I. Armenian
Editor
It Gene McCutchean
Ten years ago: Supreme Court
The Murray ledger 4 Times is published
Justice John Harlan resigned
every afternoon esrept Sundays, July 4,
Chruinui Day, New Years Dar and Thankagn.
after 16 years on the court.
ins by Murray Newspapers, Inc 308 N. 4th
President
years
ago:
Five
Murray, Ky 422/1 Second Class Postage Paid at
Gerald Ford and his Democratic
Murray,Ky
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served tn
challenger, Jimmy Carter, met in
carnets, 1325 prn month. payable in advance
a nationally-broadcast debate.
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Hat•
One year ago: the United
din. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , and
Paris. Buchanan and Reyes.. Tn . 124 SO per
Nations Security Council appealed
year By mail to other destinations, 0110 per
for an immediate end to the
year
fighting between Iran and Iraq,
Member of Associated F'reas Kenturty Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
saying it posed a "grave threat"
&MCI's Loon
to world peace.
The Associated Press is esrlinuvely entitled to
republish Inca' news ono mated by The Murray
Today's birthdays: ActorLedger Times as
mull °that APR'''.
Mickey Rooney is 61.
comedian
TEIEPHONE NUMURS
Singer-pianist Ray Charles is 49.
%Mtge Office
•
Classified Advertising
7144
Thought For Today: Men hate
Retail c Display Advertflone
713.111111
those
to whom they have to lie. —
Circulation
.
712.111111
Victor Hugo, French writer
News end Sports Dept
75,111111
111 (1802-1885).
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Reagan Looks To Improve U.S;-Soviet Relations
UNITED NATIONS
AP) — President
gan has told Soviet
resident Leonid
v he wants to
atablish a U.S.-Soviet
,Fela ti ons hi p that
-brecogruzes the legitimate
Interests of both nations,
,,the State Department

says.
said was delivered in
"The United States is Moscow Tuesday.
fully prepared to take inThe summary said this
to account legitimate
"framework
of mutual
Soviet interests, if the
Soviets are willing to do respect" could lead to "a
more solid and more enthe same with ours," said
during
basis for U.S.a State Department sumSoviet
relations
than we
mary of a plesidential
ever had before."
letter which department
Reagan's conciliatory
spokesman Dean Fischer

approach, after eight
months of harsh
anti-Soviet statements by
his administration, appeared to try to set a
constructive tone for the
meeting here later today
between Secretary of
State Alexander M. Haig
Jr. and Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei

Two Named In Indictment
OWENSBORO, Ky.
(AP) — Two men charged with converting United
Auto Workers' local funds
to their own use are expected to face
arraignment Thursday.
James Upton, identified as financial
seceetary and treasurer
of the UAW Local 2036 at
Henderson, and Ray
Adams, who was not further identified, were both
named in the indictment.
Adams ctirrently
resides in Texas, said
U.S. Attorney Alexander
•
T. raft Jr.
Returned Sept.- 17,

count one of the indictment said Upton did
"unlawfully, willfully and
knowingly embezzle,
steal, abstract and
convert to his own use the
sum of $9,379.30" of
monies and funds of the
labor organization.
The indictment stated
that the alleged incidents
began on or about March
18, 1980, and continued to
on or about June 4, 1980.
Upton and Adams did
unlawfully, willing and
knowingly "embezzle,
steal, abstract and convert to their own use the

each payable to himself
and others and drawn on
the union's account, "a
legitimate reason for the
disbursement which
reason stated theron was
false..."
The indictment listed
the 30 checks, the dates
they were issued, and the
reason or memo entry for
the disbursement.
One check on April 7,
1980, was for $2,000 and
for "Siding for Repair,
etc."
Another, for $203.30 on
April 15, 1980, was for
"Exp. for Cloth for
Funeral."
The indictment said a
check issued for $1,500 on
Jane 4, 1980, carried the
notation "M. 1 & Toi."
'Union officials could
not be reached for
comment.

sum of $9,491" in union
funds, count two of the indictment charged.
The indictment said the
period involved began on
or about March 23, 1980,
and continued to on or
about June 4, 1980.
During the same
period, count three
stated, Upton allegedly
made and caused to be
made false entries in
records required to be
kept under Section 436,
Title 29, United States
Code.
The indictment further
charged that Upton wrote
on the face of 30 checks.

Housing Slump, Interest
Lead To GE Layoff
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Because of a twoyear housing construction slump and high interest rates that dampen
sales of appliances
, manufactured at General
Electric Co.'s Appliance
Park, about 900 of its
employees will be indefinitely laid off Nov.9.
Also included among
the latest in a series of
major job reductions at
the plant this year will be
13,000 hourly workers
who will be temporarily
laid off for parts of
November and
December.
Perrnanent layoffs of
more than 800 workers
occurred in August at the
state's largest private
employer. And temporary layoffs of almost
15,000 production
employees were put into
effect for this week,
loweriag to nearly 10,000
next week.
Production is expected
to be back to normal Oct.
5.
Ob:ained by The
Courier-Journal, the
layoff schedule reveals
that Dilly hourly workers
are affected.
And most of those laid
off should be eligible for a
combination of state
unemployment benefit-3
and company incomeextension payments
totaling about 60 percent
of their weekly pay.
However, the length of
time for collecting
income-extension
payments depends or

length of service with
GE.
Plant employees find
the layoffs not surprising.
"I wouldn't call it low
morale or high morale
either," said Kenny
Settles, tool and die
maker, speaking of the
uncertainties of work at
the plant.
"People just more or
less are listening to all
the rumors to see what
will happen next," said
Settles, chairman of the
grievance committee for
the some 325 tool and die
makers at Appliance
Park.
While Settles' union
may not be beehit by the
permanent layoffs, the
plant's thousands of electrical workers will feel
the greatest impact.
Most electrical workers
hired after early 1977 will
likely be permanently

TROY, Mich. (AP) —
Burdened with expensive
homes that once belonged
to its executives, General
Motors Corp. began offering free cars Tuesday to
attract buyers for more
than 100 pieces of unwanted real estate.
GM is calling the promotion "Buy a House —
Get a Car," and hopes it
will help liquidate about
$10 million in residential
real estate holdings ac-
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quired by GM from
employees transferred to
other areas.
"We want to reduce
this inventory of houses
in the 1-.Xtratarea and we
think this is a unique kind
of marketing program
that ought to be given a
try," Robert D. Burger,
vice president in charge
of GM's sales and
marketing staff, said in a
statement announcing
the program. "If it works
here, we may try it
elsewhere in the
country."
Burger and William
O'Keefe, head of GM's
real estate operations,
announced the promotion
at a news conference in
one of the houses, in
suburban Troy. The
house sells for $122,000
and comes with a 1982
Chevrolet Cavalier,
sticker price $9,538.

VACATIONS
ILIOZARK
Weekly Special
4 Night
Nov. 22-26
$269.95
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Mini-Price Inn
(Garden Rooms)

3 Night
4 Night
Departures
Departures
Thurs. to Sun. Sun. to Thurs.
$279.95
$289.95

Imperial
Palace

$309.95

$319.95

$339.95

Flamingo
Garden (Garden Rooms)

$309.95

$319.95

$339.95

1 Round Trip air transportation on OZARK AIR LINES
2. Three(3) or four (4) nights hotel accommodations.
(based on double occupancy)
3. Vegas Discount Coupons
4. Round trip transfers between tho .as Vegas airport and your hotel
5 Boggoge handling at the Los Vegas airport and your hotel.

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGO
a, 121 See* Seventh Street

711 Male Streit
Merrily, kentecty 42071*
4. Mayfield, Medway 42066 N. Fee For Our Service
6 *
* Pb...(502) 241-0741 Phone(502) 753-461.
**********************************
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The New Management At

Trenholm's Restaurant
is offering you o change of
Pace with o

BBC! Chicken Special
On Wed. Nights
For Only $250

Filet of Ky. Lake Catfish
on Fri. and Sat. Nights

only $300

Come On In And We Guorontee Vout
See The Changes- No Bull,— But Our Sow Is The Some

( i RENHOLM'S
)RESTAURANT
Homestyle Cooking at
Reasonable Prices
1206 Chestnut St.
Next To Dixieland Center
Just a short walk from campus
Hrs, 5a.m..9p.m
Mon-Sat.
6 a.m -2 p.m. Sun.

Security Federal
Savings & Loan
Asso.

Air and Land Includes:

•

said they could go on for
Haig met here Tuesday
years.
with Polish Foreign
Haig has said he would Minister Jozef Czyrek
discuss other issues with and received the Polish
Gromyko, including Communist Party's verPoland. Reagan wrote sion of the political and
Brezhnev that Soviet in- economic situation in
tervention in Poland, Poland. They discussed
"would have serious con- the possibility of future
sequences for all of us," U.S. economic aid, but no
according to the decision has been made,
summary of his letter.
Fischer said.

The President's new tax bill will let us offer you 1 year Tax Saving Certificates
that pay up to $2,000 tax free interest on a joint federal income tax return or $1,000
tax free interest on an individual return.
These Certificates are fully insured and will be available starting October 1st, earning 12.61% This rate will vary with each new monthly issue. Our minimum deposit
for qualification will be $500.00.
Depending on your tax
bracket, these Certificates
could offer very attractive
The Interest Rate
You'd Have To Receive
yields. However, much If Your Adjusted
Your Probable Tax
To Net 12.61% After
depends on your overall Gross Income Is:
Bracket Is:
Federal Income Tax Is:
financial situation.
$50,000
50%
25.22%
Call or stop by Security
$35,000
40%
21.02%
Federal's office. We'll let
$25,000
30%
you know just how much
18.01%
Tax Saving Certificates are
$20,000
25%
16.81%
worth to you.
Figures above are approximate and based on 1981 tax tables.
You'll find that Security Interest rate of 12.61%
is equal to 70% of average yield on
Federal offers many new one year U.S.Treasury Bills as of the Sept:3
auction date.
ways to earn additional interest. And you'll find one
Member FSLIC
more thing...a great deal of
Substantial penalty for early withdrawal
interest in you.

*******************************%
TRADEMARK
*

PROM ST LOWS

race,
and his
government will match
any such efforts.
The admirustration is
under pressure from its
European allies to work
out an accord prior to the
scheduled start of the
deployment of
medium-range U.S.
missiles in West Germany, Italy and England
beginning in late 1983.
Gromyko in his speech
called for a freeze on
deployment of the
missiles in Europe once
the negotiations begin.
But U.S. officials argue
that the Soviets already
have deployed about 250
of their SS-20 missiles,
and it would be unacceptable to leave them in
place if the United States
holds off on deployment
of its missiles.
U.S. negotiators will insist on the "principle of
equality," said a State
Department official who
• didn't want to be identified. -This means that if
they are allowed 600
nuclear systems, then
that is what we Will
have," he said. He added
that he picked the
number 600 at random.
The administation
wants to begin the
negotiations in midNovember or later. The
State Department official

Thinking ahead:
Starting Oct. 1st,
you can
earn 12.61% interest
Tax Free on fully
insured savings.
Here's How.

General Motors
Begins Offering
Car-House Deals
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laid off, predicted Jim
Kyser, recording
secretary for the International Union of Electrical
Workers Local 361.
"Indistry sales of major appliances have been
sluggish during most of
last year and this year
because of high interest
rates and depressed conditions in the housing industry," said Richard 0.
Donegan, a GE senior
vice president and group
executive for the major
appliance group.
"The situation has continued longer than most
industry executives
expected, and forecasts
for a sales upturn later
this year have now been
lowered," said Donegan'
in a press statement.
"Consequently,
manufacturing rates based on the forecasts must
be revised."

Gromyko.
The meeting was called
to arrange for negotiations to restrain
deployment of mediumrange nuclear missiles in
Europe. Reagan said he
hoped the meeting, the
highest-level contact so
far between his
administration and the
Soviets, wW start a process leading toward
genuine arms reductions.
Gromyko in an address
to the U.N. General
Assembly Tuesday said
the Soviet Union is
"prepared to hold
negotiations on all areas
of limaing the arms race
and of disarmament."
But he and the president
each accused the other's
government of stepping
up the arms race in an attempt to achieve military
superiority.
Reagan accused the
Soviets of "an unremitting and comprehensive
military buildup...which
carries , disturbing implications of a search on
the part of the Soviet
Union for military
superiority," according
to the summary of his
letter.
Gromyko said the two
nations have attained a
military balance, the
Reagan administration is
"whipping up the arms

1300 Johnson Blvd.-759-1234 ape
"Your Future Is Important To Us."
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Prices Good
Wods. 9-23
Time
Tees. 9-29

COKE,
SPRITE,
TAB,
MELLO YELLO

C
WONDERS
COUNTRY STYLE

SUGAR
5 LB. BAG

78

2 UTER PLASTIC

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
%MN $10.00 ADDITONAL ORDER
EXaUDING TOBACCO
DAIRY PRODUCTS

1

FOOD GIANT

ASH CAN

WISK

WHOLE
MILK

19

$229

Gal.

BLUE BONNET UTE

SPREAD

,...B.99c

FLAY-041CH

BUTTERMILK...1
/
2 GAL.$

19

Fur-o-matis

/
12 GAL.$1 19

LIGHT MILK
uArr GRAPEFRUIT

JUICE

6401.$

59

ROZEN FOOD SPECIALS
GOLDEN
ORE IDA
CRINKLE CUT

POTATOES

89

Dor

2 LB.

RUDOLPH'S EVERFRESH
GLAZED

COUPON
COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family
t.,ca

limit Ono Par Family
gravy 1rote

COUPON

Limit One Per Family
kit looposiol

Limit One Per Family
Miami

Brownie Mix
2t.994

Dog hod
;799
251.

Good Only At Storeys
'Exp.9-29-81

Good Only At Storey' 's
Exp. 9-2941

Good Only At Storey's
Exp.9-2941.

GootOnly At Storey's
Elm.9-2941

1
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BOSTON BUTT

WHOLE BUTTS
SUCED INTO

PORK
ROAST
29
1

LB

HEADLESS
SHRIMP

SLICED SLAB

$2"

BACON

5 LB. frozen
box only

*I

triatio us.&

HAMS

LB.

BOLOGNA

RED OR WHITE

POTATOES
1 99
20 LB. BAG

BAKERY
Donuts

Do, $1 59

BELL PEPPERS

BASKET
TOMATOES

CABBAGE

RED GRAPES

GOLD APPLES

ORANGES

BAKED
HAM
HAM & CHEESE n A t
SANDWICH
7
MACRON!
SALAD

L1.89'
BAG

6179' 10 tonsil
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Warren Magistrate Meets Requirements
BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. (AP) — Evidence
presented by the county
magistrate showing that
he meets residency requirements for his office
outweighed that of maps
introduced by his
challenger, a judge
decided.
Warren Circuit Judge
J. Francis made the ruling Tuesday that Warren
County Magistrate
Horace Stahl meets the
residency requirements.

40.

Stahl's unsuccessful
challenger, Grayson
Tackett, had filed suit,
claiming that Stahl actually was a resident of
Logan County.
Thomas Noe III,
Tackett's attorney,
presented U.S.
Geological Survey maps
indicating that Stahl's
house, about 10 miles
southwest of Bowling
Green, was 90 to 120 feet
over the Logan County
line.

•

MUG SALE — Teresa Woods (middle), President of Murray High School FBLA, sells a Tiger
Spirit Mug to Coach John Hina, a former FBLA
president at Sturgis High School. The advisor is
Sue Miller.

Murray High FBLA
Sponsors Sale
The Murray High
Chapter of FBLA is sponsoring a fund-raising project for the year's activities. The campaign
was initiated today and
will conclude Sept. 29.
FBLA members plan to
contact each home in the
area and ask everyone to
place an order for at least

one Tiger Mug. These
glass mugs hold 13 ozs.
and are decorated with
the Murray High Tiger.
They are suitable for
beverages, containers or
as souvenirs.
Anyone not contacted
by an FBLA member
may order a mug by calling the office, 753-5202.

Ex-Baker Aide
Hired By TVA
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
AP) —A former aide to
Senate Majority Leader
Howard Baker, R-Tenn.,
has been hired to handle
the Tennessee Valley
Authority's VIP visitors
to Knoxville.
Sandra Mullenix, 30,
was born in Kingsport
and worked eight years
for Baker. She will also
help coordinate TVA's activities at the 1982
World's Fair and the
federal utility's 50th anniversary celebration in
1983.
She will be paid about
$36,000 per year, TVA Information Director
Craven Crowell said
Tuesday.
Crowell said the

management-level
position already existed in
the information office.
Crowell's 1982 budget
calls for elimination of
eight positions — all by
attrition.
With those cuts,
Crowell said, the agency's information staff will
number 79 — about 20
percent fewer people
than were employed
there when he became information director early
last year.
Crowell said the agen_cy's VIP visitors include
congressmen, congressional aides and
foreign officials who
come to the region to tour
TVA operations.

FREE
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The maps indicated the
locations of houses,
rivers and roads
accurately within 40 feet,
testified Bill Nottage, of
the Geological Survey's

boundary unit.
But Reginald Ayers,
Stahl's attorney, questioned whether surveyors
could accurately locate
points, such as "Buffalo

Ford," used in the 1797 where such points were,
description of the county Nottage said.
Serving the past 12
line's location.
years
as Warren County's
Surveyors probably
depended on local Sixth District magistrate,
residents to tell them Stahl represents the third
generation of his fartly
to live in the home on
Browning Road.
Ayers brought forth
testimony that during
those years, residents of
on schedule for liftoff.
the house have attended
The five-day mission school and v4ted in Warwill be the first time the ren County and received
Columbia has carried a telephone and electric
payload, a package of service from Warren
scientific instruments. A County utilities.
50-foot mechanical arm
He also presented
will also be stowed in its evidence that those living
cargo bay and tested in in the Stahl house have
space. The shuttle is been listed as Warren
designed to be used over County residents as far
and over.
back as the 1870 census.
He said in a written opinion that points such as
Buffalo Ford could not be
accurately located now,
so that the Geological
the Racer band and the Survey maps did not acfestival's on-campus curately locate county
coordinator, said the lines.
"Rights recognized for
festival had been
scheduled originally for a long period of time
Thursday night,Sept. 24. should not be disturbed,"
Fourteen bands from Francis said. "With all
across the university's due respect to all the
four-state region are maps furnished, they are
scheduled to participate. to give a general idea of a

Shuttle Hampered
CAPE CANAVERAL,
Fla. — The space shuttle
Columbia, hampered by
problems and delays
prior to its first successful launch in April,
has had its second
journey postponed for as
intich as a month or more
following a fuel spill on
the la unchpad.
The delay of the
scheduled Oct. 9 launch
could last from a week to
more than a month
depending on the extent
of damage to tile bonding
material and whether
propellant leaked into the
spacecraft's
maneuvering system,
launch operations director George Page said:
In the predawn mishap
Tuesday, several gallons
of nitrogen tetroxide, an
oxidizer, spilled on an
area at least 18 to 20 feet
long and two to six feet
wide on the orbiter's nose
near the cockpit. At least
67 heat-protective tiles
fell off or were removed,
and up to 250 may have
been affected, Page said.
The silica tiles
themselves did not appear to be damaged, he
said, but adhesive attaching them to the space
plane's aluminum skin
was destroyed or
rendered ineffective.
Page said he hoped the
tiles could be reset while
the shuttle remained on
Launchpad 39A.
If the spill damaged the
inside of the orbiter, extensive repairs could be
required. The shuttle
would have to be rolled
back to the Vehicle
Assembly Building,taken
apart and towed to its
hangar, Page said.
The oxidizer was still
emitting toxic fumes
Tuesday night while a
half-dozen workers clad
in protective suits tried to

find how far the spill had
reached. Scaffolds were
to be erected to reach
some areas of the
spacecraft as soon as the
launch site was free of
danger.
The accident occurred
after the shuttle completed its last major tests
successfully and it looked
as though everything was

boundary certainly, but I
don't think anyone wants
their property or farm
determined by them."
The Kentucky Supreme
Court ruled in 1971 that
the constitutional
residency requirement
for public officials was intended to assure that the
official was familiar with
his district and constituency,Francis said.
"Stahl and his family
have been living in the
area for generations,"
Francis said. "He certainly had the opportunity to seek familiarity."
"I never had any doubt
in my mind that I lived in
Warren County," Stahl

Getting settled
made simple.

Band Festival

Rescheduled
Due to repairs being
made to the artificial turf
of Roy Stewart Stadium,
the Kentucky Music
Educators Association's
annual marching band
festival has been
rescheduled for 6:30 p.m.
Thursday,Oct. 1.
David Wells, director of

said.
Noe said there had been
no decision whether to appeal, though he believed
Tackett had grounds
because of the maps
showing Stahl's house in
Logan County.
"We've proven the
house is in Logan," Noe
said.
Francis dismissed a
$10,000 counter claim by
Stahl to pay expenses
caused by what his attorney termed "a
frivolous action."
"There was co nsiderable evidence. The
court can't say this action
was so frivolous," Francis said.

Nei-tows Mammas fade
artier a WELCOME WWI salt.
As your Mottoes, it's my job ts iNalp you make tits
most of your mai asigklearkirsd. Our shop,* areas.
Comp Jolty opportuaitiss. Casella aftrattioas. Lots
es iacts to save you time aid money.
Pius a basket et gilts for year falsify.
I'll be listen* far yaw salL
ii('(come i agon
ge King 492-8348
Mary Hamilton 753-.5570
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OD STORES

SUPER SPECIALS
SPECIAL PRICES START MONDAY - SEPT. 21

Concert
To Benefit
MCAS
The Oak Ridge Boys
with special guest, Lacy
J. Dalton, will present a
concert at 3 p.m. Sunday,
Oct. 18, in the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.
Proceeds from the
show will go to the Marshall County Ambulance
Service.
Tickets, $8.50 for
general admission and
$10 for reserved seats,
now are on sale at Sunset
Boulevard, World of
Sound and the exposition
center, Murray;
Joseph's, Music One
Stop, and Mr. J's, Benton; Sun Audio, Paducah;
Sound World and Mr. J's,
Mayfield; Bennetts
Men's Wear, Obion County, Tenn.

SAUSAGE
BISCUIT
SANDWICHES

oVir

Northside Independent Church
Pastor: Gerald Miller

Fellowship Revival
Sun. Sept. 27 til Oct. 3rd.
Prayer Service 7:15
Revival Service 7:30

I

PUREX
DETERGENT

GATORADE
32 Oz. Size

Nifty Osty-42 Oz Size

Special Singing Nightly
The Ford Family
The Kings' Sons & Others

Evangelists

•

Sept 27 Bro Howard Conner
Sept. 28 Bro William McKinney
Sept. 29 Sister Geraldine Baker
Sept. 30 Bro Willard Beasley
Oct. 1 Bro Greg Burton
Oct. 2 Bro Willie Harris
Oct 3 Bro Richard Holt
Bro Eric & Sister Treva Kelleher will be singing directors
Located on Hwy. 1346 East of Dexter off Hwy.641
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SUM &SWIM MOE
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Uncle_ Jeff's
Health & Beauty Aids
Department
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Men's Deckheed

By
St. Mary's
Twin or holl
Wan or King

.s218

Lysol

On Sale
108% CatIoe Dais
Overdo Size MSS
299. $19.99-$21.99

Rog. 8.99 SALE $679
Rog. $9.99 SALE

Dexatrim
Caps
ules
Appetite control

$269
Son Tem Choke ay

Bib
Overalls

Blankets

Scented
4.5 Oz.
For Hands, Face, Body

&ups
awhile for wry roos
No.0-138 molds*
No. 49-139 Illoonfolos

Prices Good Tbru Sept. 27

II
•

Keri
Lotion
Regular or Freshly

Electric
Alarm Clock

SALE

$749

Rog. $12.99 SALE

$

79

sAu $08
9 8

Assorted
Styles
And
Colors
S- MLadies

&Weds wol deodorizes
regular or scoot 11
12 Oz. Coo

Williams
Lectric
Shave

Myadec

Ladle!

Sole

11•9. ;1.59 • Sizes 5-8
Style No. 52 Pink, Ike, Beige

$1 66

SALE

with minerals

.
U
.
U

Sweaters
$1 188

Panties

Regular or
Mental
7 Oz. Bottle

High Potency
Vitamin
Formula

$1488

Student Sizes 26-28
be- 314.99

/

capsules and
diet plan

Disinfectant
Spray

I
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Uncle Jeff's
Clothing Department
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Reg. $14.99 SALE

1184

11 344
O

14.816.99 SALE

100 jibs 30 free
Sale

Women's

$599.

Kitchen
Towels

Sines
Off
Tablets

Reg.;12.99

By Riegel
Cotton & Polyester Blends

relieves sinus headed
end cages*.

Tussy
Deodorant

24 Toilets

$13
U 9

Cream 2 Oz.Jar
Stick 2/
1
2 Oz.,
Roll On 214 OZ.
Sale Your Choice

Sal.

Kepler, Extra
Hold, Unscented
Ultra Hold

$1U 16

Sal.

en's

Levi

Dress Shoes

Bandanas
$1 99

Genuine Goodyear Welts

Arm &
Hammer
Baking
Soda

7.5 Aerosol

884

is,. $1.19 SALE

66'

White Rain
Hair Spray
white
rain )

Insulated
Vests

$2698

ONLY

ONLY

Rod Moe Green

Shes 61
/
2-12
floo's

Bicarbonate of Soda

c
9

Shes 51
/
2-9

Penny
Loafers
Rog. $15.99 SALE $1 1"
Rog. 823.99 SALE $1 '
79

Signal
Mouthwash
and Gargle

Close-Up
Toothpaste
Regular or Mint Flavored
4.6 Oz.

Fee"
Lined
Al Yew favseits
*kW old D•siPs
liseAseky Cape losioisd

Off Itograbor Poico

Fights Strong Mouth
Odors
24 Oz. Bottle

QQ

Sal. VU

$1

Sele

The Extra Strength
Pain Reliever
100 Tablets
Sale$228

Crew
Neck
or
Hooded

56

I

Boma
Pecan
Pies

Excedrin

By

3 Oz. Pies

..5.99'

Sweat Shirts
mod Fr.$_ 499
1O'.
w•a•••
Shes 4-16
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Kleindienst Innocent

•••

SCHOLARSHIP AT MURRAY STATE — Mary Martha Hina, Marion, has
been awarded the 6250 Pete Panzera Scholarship, which is given each year to
a physical education major at Murray State University. She is shown with
Panzera, retired chairman of the Department of Chemistry and Geology at
Murray State. Hina is the daughter of Bill Hina,formerly of Murray, and the
late Scotty Hina.

Guardsmen Leave Diablo

1

SAN LUIS OBISPO,
Calif.(AP) — Authorities
sent home 750 National
Guardsmen and Highway
Patrol officers as the
number of demonstrators
at the Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant
dwindled to only a few
hundred.
The number of arrests
stemming from an attempted blockade of the
plant rose to 1,493 Tuesday, topping the record
1,414 arrests set four
years ago at a
demonstration at the
Seabrooker-N.H., nuclear
plant—
But the Abalone
Alliance, a coalition of 60
groups that organized the
non-violent protest, said
it would continue the
demonstration at the
plant, operated by
Pacific Gas & Electric
Co. Local residents said
they plan a separate
march on the plant
Sunday.
Following the arrest of
128 demonstrators Tuesday, only a few hundred
people remained at the
alliance tent campground, compared with
more than 2,000 at the
start of the protest last
week.
• San Luis Obispo County
Sheriff George Whiting
declined to say how many
law enforcement people
would remain at the site
after the withdrawal.
The demonstrators
claim that nuclear power
is unsafe, especially at
Diablo Canyon which lies
halfway between San
Francisco and Los
Angeles and is gear an offshore -earthquake-fault.
The protesters also say
PG&E has not developed
a suitable plan to
evacuate people living
around the plant in the
event of a radiation
release.
-About 500 people rese•
•
•
•
•
1
•
AI
•

•••

mained in custody Tuesday, as arraignments
continued. Those who
pleaded innocent will not
be tried for some time,
said Bob Foster, a deputy
state attorney general
helping with the backlog.
Among those arraigned
Tuesday was rock star
Jackson Browne, who
spent four days in jail
after his arrest as he joined arms with other
demonstrators to
blockade the 62.3 billion
plant's main gate Friday.
Browne stood up with a
group of people, pleaded
"no contest" and was fined $120. They were given
credit of $30 a day for the
time already spent in jail.
"I have to say that the
Abalone Alliance adhered
to their non-violence
policies and they have to
be given credit for not letting this escalate,"
Highway Patrol Commissioner Glenn Craig said.
Meanwhile, eight local

businessmen who favor
the Diablo Canyon power
plant said they resent
paying tax money to cantrol the protesters. At a
news conference Tuesday, James Filbin, a real
estate consultant and
former fire chief, said the
demonstrators should
"get out of our
community and go
home."

PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP)
— Former U.S. Attorney
General Richard
Kleindienst broke down
in tears and aobbed,"I'm
OK, I'm OK," as a
Superior Court jury announced it had found him
innocent on all 12 counts
in his perjury trial.
Margaret Kleindienst
sat with her arm around
her husband's shoulder
as the bailiff read off the
verdict on each count
Tuesday night. Daughter
Carrie, 22, was crying
alongside her mother.
Kleindienst's son,
Wallace, one of the
defense lawyers, rushed
to shake his hand.
"I'm glad it's over, and
I will elaborate more
tomorrow," the elder
Kleindienst told
reporters.
The jury, which got the
case earlier in the day,
deliberated for nearly 8'2
hours.
Jury foreman Dick
Meaker, of suburban
Scottsdale, told reporters
the determining factor
for the jury "was a lack
of good evidence from the
state."
Kleindienst, 58, the nation's chief law enforcement officer in 1972 and
1973, could have faced a

Indian Actor Dies
VANCOUVER, British
Columbia (AP) — Chief
Dan George, the actor
who portrayed a wise old
Indian in Hollywood films
and once was nominated
for an Academy Award,
died today at age 82.
Gwen Williams, nursing supervisor at Lion's
Gate Hospital, said
George died at about 2
a.m. She said he had been
in and out of the hospital
for months. The exact

cause of his death was not
known.
George was active in
films until late in his life,
appearing in the late
1970s in "Americathon,"
a satrical movie in which
he played a financier who
made a bundle off jogging
shoes.
George,chief of Tel-lalwatt section of the
Coastsalish tribe of
British Columbia, was
nominated for a Oscar for
his role as Old Lodge
Skins in the 1970 movie
"Little Big Man" with
Dustin Mittman. He won
the New York Film
Critics best supporting
BEIRUT, Lebanon United States marked the actor award for that role.
(AP) — Iranian students opening of classes.
George worked as
opened the school term Tehran Radio said 1 longshoreman in Vantoday with mass rallies million students marched couver from 1920 until
against the United States, in the capital chanting 1947 when he quit because
Tehran Radio reported, support of Ayatollah of an injury. He then did
and firing squads in six Ruhollah Khomeini's odd jobs, mostly in the
cities executed 72 Mu- Islamic republic and contruction busine&s."
jahadeen Khalq leftists shouting anti-U.S.
"My first break as an
and their supporters.
slogans.
actor came in 1961,"
Tehran Radio also said
Education Minister All George once said. "My
the United States barred Akbar Parvaresh told son was acting in a televia delegation of deputy students and teachers at sion series for CBC called
foreign ministers from Tehran University to 'Cariboo County.' They
entering the country to form "security fronts" had a.white man playing
attend the 36th U.N. against dissidents he said a chiel and one day he
General Assembly might want to infiltrate became sick. The direcbecause of their alleged the "unified ranks of the tor said he'd have to stop
connection to the students," Tehran Radio production, and my son
American hostages- said.
said, 'Why don't you get
taking nearly two years
He also lashed out at an old Indian for the
ago.
former President role?'
Throughout Iran, Abolhassan Bani-Sadr,
"The director asked
demonstrations and accusing him of using the 'Where can you find one?'
speeches against the Marxist-Islamic Mu- and my boy said, "I'll bring you one tomorrow."
•••••
•
•••••••
•
•
•% jahedeeen Khalq to build
a heroic image of
George came to
• himself.
Hollywood to work for
•
Tehran Radio said Par- Walt Disney, and later
•
varesh claimed the Mu- won the part of Old Lodge
jahedeen Khalq were Skins.
falsely calling the Pariseducated ex-president
"the brain of the
century' whose Western
economic policies could
save Iran.

Iranians Open

maximum sentence of 100
years in prison if
convicted.
The perjury charges
were based on Kleindienst's jestimony under
oath at State Bar of
Arizona disciplinary
hearings in 1978 and 1980.
The bar was probing his
conduct in 1976 as corporate lawyer for Joseph
Hauser, mastermind of a
multimillion-dollar insurance scheme. Hauser
subsequently was convicted of four counts of
bribery conspiracy.
In three days on the
stand, Kleindienst said he
also was a victim of
Hauser and Hauser's
associates, "not their coconspirator.''
Kleindienst, now a Tucson
lawyer, denied lying to
the state bar.
Earlier in the trial,
Maricopa County
Superior Court Judge
Gerald Strick dropped
two of the original 14 perjury counts.

In closing arguments
on Monday, chief defense
lawyer Michael Scott
called the perjury case
against Kleindienst a
sham. Prosecutor Ronald
Collett said the evidence
against him was
"overwhelming."
Collett said after the
verdict was announced
that while the trial issues
were complex,"I thought
the evidence went well
and was easy to
understand."
He said he had been informed that an investigation is pending with the
federal government
"concerning similar facts
developed in this trial."
Asked if it involved Kleindienst, he said,"I believe
so."
Collett did not
elaborate and did not say
whether Kleindienst was
a target of the probe.
Asked if he was surprised by the verdict, Collett
said, "I'd have to say
yes."

JI

FBLA OFFICERS — The Murray High School
chapter of the Future Business Leaders of
America provides additional opportunities- for
business and office education students to develop
vocational and career supportive competencies
and to promote civic and personal responsibilities. Students are involved in school and
civic projects as well as projects to develop occupational goals. Offieers for the 1981-82 school
year include (from left, front row)Karen Green,
historian; Wanetta Foster, secretary; Kelley
McCarty, reporter; (back row) Teresa Woods,
president; Mae Umar, treasurer; Kim Edmonds, parliamentarian; and Kathy Clark, vice
president.
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Closed Sunday
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Fresh USDA Choice beefcut
in each Golden Corral!

Plaque Honoring
Kunta Kinte

Two Of Our
Pardner Chopped
Steak Dinners. Choke Of
Mushroom Gravy or Onions
And Peppers, Baked Idaho
Potato or
French Fries and
Texas Toast

FamiLy s eak mouse

Reported Stolen

The Honest Way!
ANY GOID STAMPAD
105- IIK• 1II- 1211
mu,
mr4a,
.0(.1? .NV00'

•

DOM 111

0

We ore not "Fly-Sy•Nighters"
only in town overnight to toile
your money. We've been hosted
in Pothicoh for 69 years.

ANNAPOLIS, Md.
(AP) — A plaque honoring Kunta Kinte, the
African slave whose story
was told in Alex Haley's
book "Roots," was stolen
by someone who left a Ku
Klux Klan calling card,
police said today.
The plaque, installed
Monday on the city's
paterfront, was
apparently taken during
the night, according to
police Csl. Donald
O'Neill.
Capt. Norman Randall
said a calling card bearing the inscription "You
have been patronized by
the Ku Klux Klan" was
left at the sfte.
Haley attended Monday's ceremonies, along
with Gov.Harry Hughes.
Kunta Kinte arrived in
this port in 1717 aboard
the Lord Ugonier, an
English slave ship, secording to Haley's
atcount.
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Expires Oct. 5, 1981
Not Valid With Any Other Weds'Otter

Our Specialty
Two 7 Oz. Sirloin
- Dinners, Large Raked
.
Idaho Potato or French Fries and
'Texas Toast

!no Vette With Any Other Sprawl Otter

We WiN Stay Open lets
Sept. 26 Foi. All You Rem Fees

Two Medium Rib Fye
Steak Dinners
Choke Of Large
Idaho Baked Potato or Fresh
French Fries and
Texas Toast

GOLDEN CORRAL
GRAND OPENING
SPECIALS
All Items
Available For
- Take-Out

Hours
11 a.m.-10 p.m.Sun.-Thurs.
11 e.m.-11 p.m. Fri.,Sat.
753-3822

ismovitir

Nal lista WI* Away Other Spadini Offer
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BEST COP'

Ilirdairsday.k•ptemb..r 23. 19$1
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Prices Good
Sept. 23- 29.
W.r•s•rv• th•
right to limit and
correct pricing •rrors.
STORE HOURS:
Nerthsld• Chastnut St :6 a.m. 10 p.m Mon.-Sat.
SoutbsIde S. 12th St 7 a.m. 10 p.m. Mon - Sot
Closed Sunday
I I a.m. - •p.m. Sunday

NORTHERN

HOUSE

COFFEE—An

grinds

BATHROOM TISSUE

HOLE
v
FRYERS

4.roff pack

1 Bs. bog

FRESH — PICNIC STYLE

PORK ROAST
$ to 7th. avg.

Save
50'

Save
56'
LIPTON — 100 CT BOX
TEA BAGS

S."
40*

$21 9

ARMOUR — 51
v i% /eye% 6
/
4 OZ. CAN,.
,

LARSEN VEG-ALL — 1602. CAN

MIXED VEGETABLES

Save 21'

2/891

KRAFT 32 OZ.

POTTED MEAT.-;7•.

51 35
'SALAD DRESSINGS...
/7

MAXWELL HOUSE — 10 OZ. JAR

t

INSTANT COFFEE

17

CARNATION —

42

Sava $
POWDERED MILK . so... A

'Z
.

N.111111.111111.111.111111111

GRADE A
LARGE

.199

GT. BOX

IGA — 4602. CAN
PINEAPPLE JUICE
7$
SCOTT DECORATOR — JUMBO ROLL
PAPER TOWELS Sava 20
COUNTRY HEARTH LARGE — 12 PK
HAMBURGER BUNS

EGGS

0

891

FRYER

79`
.
u.79
LI.

DRUMSTICKS
TYSON'S

11737:71
ICE
MILK

I

1 09

IVORY LIQUID

FRYER THIGHS
BOSTON BUTT

DISH DETERGENT

PORK ROAST

19
Lb

FAMILY PAK — LEAN-JUICY
PORK STEAK
TENDERIZED

Lb

PORK CUTLETS
REELFOOT'S — FUN BUDDIES

$

HOT DOGS

494
1
1 99

REELFOOT SMOKED
HAM SHANK PORTION

39

51 59

12 at. pkg.

bottle

22

1

$

99

REELFoors HICKORY
ShlIOOGED PIECE

GAL.

09

JUST PICKED PRODUCE
SLICED

WHITE

POTATek

PORK LIVER
SMOKED HAM

Lb

BUTT PORTION

Lb $

REELFOOT'S - 311. BOX
BACON ... Ends &
FISCHER'S — 100Z.

.$1"
.59•

CUT UP WHOLE FRYING

CHICKENS

29

OSCAR MAYER — MEAT or IEEF

.
179

Lb.$

BOLOGNA

-Box$

stic.e -

ODOM'S — TENNESSEE PRIDE

PICKLED RED HOTS

$189

PORK SAUSAGE

Lb $

1 79

Ow
FRESH, CRISP

BANANAS

CELERY
FRESH, CRISP

CARROTS .. lib collo bog
FRESH, GREEN
BROCCOLI
FRESH — $02. CUP
MUSHROOMS

NEW CROP RED DEUCIOUS

APPLES

3 LBS. FOR

$1 00
11

394
3/S 1
1 09
1 9

Large stalk

IGA
MILK

HI-DRI

TOWELS

59c
/U648014061

Large bnch $

$

FROZEN FOODS & DAIRY ITEMS

YUMMY
SWEET POTATOES

Lb. 491

FRESH
RED GRAPES

Lb. 991

— -COUPON
FRITO LAYS

RC
Colas

PLAIN OR RUFFLE
C

POTATO
CHIPS

KRAFT —

ALL FLAVORS

KRAFT PURE —

8 OZ.PKG.

JUICES

8 Pk. Carton
160Z.
with coOpon

Soy* 14'

Univ. Gropo4ruit

MINUTE MAID FROZEN - 12 02
Sox., up
to 36. Orong• or Appl.

BANOUp WHOLE

Wiht

Save
20'

Save
24

without coupon $1.39
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k
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Limit One
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AMERICAN SINGLES $

21$ SOX
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Officials
Lawyers Seek Details
Continue
Thomas Rites Clark Search
Davidson's
The Murray Police
Rites Planned Conducted
Department and the
Services for the Rev. A.

Obituaries
White Rites
In Chapel

-1•714
.
"—""7-

ir

The funeral for Don
White was at 2 p.m. today
in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home
with the Rev. Paul Dailey
officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as organist.
Pallbearers were
Lowell Overcast, Gene
Manning, Charles
Stanley, Don Wallace,
Dale Milby, and Jimmy
Bazzell. Burial will follow
in the Hazel Cemetery.

Edwin Padden
Dies Tuesday
Graveside services for
Edwin F. Padden,
Puryear, Tenn., will be
Thursday at 11:30 a.m. at
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery in
Henry County with the
Rev. Ben Luthen officiating.
Pallbearers will be Jim
Nance, Warren Solomon,
Leland Burton, Clifton
Robinson, Lawton Burton, and Paul Crocker.
In charge of the arrangements is Miller
Funeral Home, Hazel,
where friends may call
after 4 p.m. today.
Padden, 78, a retired
employee of the Chrysler
Corporation, Michigan,
died Tuesday at 10:30
a.m. at the Veterans
Hospital, Nashville. Born
Sept. 6, 1903, he was
preceded in death by his
wife, Kathryn McDonald
Padden.
He is survived by a
sister, Betty Luxner,
Detroit, Mich.; halfsister, Anna Mae Stasko,
and half-brother, George
Hennesy, both of Pennsylvania; and a friend,
Betty Nance, Puryear,
Tenn., with whom he had
made his home for the
past eight years.

Extcetion Charges Vague

The funeral for Louise
Schultz Davidson will be
Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in
the chapel of J. H. Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Bill Whittaker
and the Rev. G. T. Moody
officiating. Burial will be
in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Davidson, 85, former
Murray resident, died
Tuesday at 9:45 a.m. at
Frankfort Manor,
Frankfort. A member of
the Camden United
Methodist Church,
Camden, Tenn., she was
born Aug. 20, 1896, in Kentucky to the late James
Tyler Lewis and Louise
Fisher Lewis.
She is survived by a
daughter, Mrs. Jane
Bellas, North Caldwell,
N. J.; a son, Fred
Schultz, Frankfort; six
grandchildren; three
great-grandchildren.
Another daughter,
Dorothy Williams, died
Feb. 26, 1980.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 7 p.m.
tonight.

Stock Market
Industnal A verage .......-1113
354t-bz
Air Products
31iunc
Aznencan Motors
211%-1've
Ashland
5646-10s
American Telephone
474-4x
Chrysler
Ford
193s-kvi
1234 unc
G.A F
General Dynamics
33'4General Motors
24%-34
General Tire
214-%
Goodrich
174%-4s
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
32%-1
273cs-14
Heublein
I.B.M.
5374-4
204sb,2014a
Jerico
16%-%
Kznart
263
/
4-1
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
34-4.1
U.S. Tobacco
no trade
.133,s-%
Wendy's
C E F Fund

M. Thomas were today at
10:30 a.m. at First United
Methodist Church with
the Rev. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., and the
Rev. Jimmy Stubbs officiating, Lathe Clark as
soloist, and Bea Farrell
as organist.
Pallbearers were H. B.
Howard, Jr., John Irvan,
Charles Smith, Charles
Rains, Carl Durham, and
Donald Crawford. Burial
was in the Murray City
Cemetery with the arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Thomas 80, died Monday at the MurrayCalloway County
T-lospital.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service September 23, 1961
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 6 Buying
Stations
Receipts: Act. 331 Est. 250 Barrows di Gilts 91.00 lower Siiws
steady to 500 lower
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
948.25-03.75
$47.5048.25
200-21011w
948.00-48.50
lbs.
2
210-250
US
$47.00-48.00
US 2-3 250-270 lbs
Sows
$41.00-42.00
US 1-2 240-350 lbs.
$41.00-44.00
US 1-3 300-45011x.
944.00-47.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
$47.00-49.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs.
a few 949.50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
940.0041-03
Boars 135.00-37 00

ROBERT GRAHAM
MINNEAPOLIS ( AP)
— The exhibition "Robert
Graham: Bronze Figures
1971-1981" is being shown
at the Walker Art Center
through Nov.8.
The show features 21
bronze sculptures by the
American realist artist.
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TRADITIONAL CLOTHING FOR GENTLEMEN AND LADIES
Dixieland Center

Murray, Ky.

Mon.-Sat. 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642

Calloway County sheriff's
department are continuing the search for Randy
Clark of Calloway County
in connection with the
alleged theft of a vehicle
found last Friday at a
Murray apartment complex. The car was supposedly stolen in Paris,
Tenn.
Another area resident,
Danny Joe Burkeen, Murray Rt. 3, has been extradited to Tennessee
after he was arrested Friday by city police and the
sheriff's department. He
was arrested after he was
spotted on Sycamore
Street driving a car fitting the description of
another allegedly stolen
earlier in Paris, according to a spokesman
in the sheriff's office.
A deputy sheriff pursued Burkeen, who abandoned the car on Sixth
Street and fled on foot.
The spokesman said
Burkeen made a statement and was extradited
to Paris to face auto theft
charges.

Union Rep
Urges
Controls
WASHINGTON(AP)—
A representative of the
AFL-CIO's Building
Trades Department today urged the Reagan administration to impose
selective credit controls
to rescue the construction
industry from high
interest rates.
But the administration
quickly rejected the
proposal.
Robert Georgine,
representing the labor
organization's department, said the Federal
Reserve's policy of
tightening the money supply must be abandoned.
"We should turn away
from the disastrous
reliance on tight money
to fight inflation," he said
in testimony submitted to
the Senate Small
Business Committee.
"Because tight money
results in rationing credit
through high interest
rates, thereby often
favoring nonproductive
uses of credit, the Fed
should use selective
credit controls to channel
credit for productive purposes,the said.
But Jerry L. Jordan, a
member of the President's Council of
Economic Advisers, said
in prepared testimony:
"It would be a grave
mistake to opt for credit
controls either as a solution to the short-term
problem or as a cure for
the longer-term problem
of financing small
businesses."

Guard Arrested
Robbery
Charged
BALTIMORE (AP) —
A 29-year-old White
House guard has been
charged with robbing a
bank in a Washington
suburb,the FBI says.
John Arthur Bachmann
Jr. of Laurel was released on personal
recognizance Tuesday
after a bond review
before U.S. Magistrate
George E. Burgess in
Hyattsville. A criminal
complaint charging
Bachmann with the armed robbery Monday of the
Citizens National Bank in
Laurel was filed earlier
in the day.
FBI agent Edward D.
Hegarty said Bachmann
is a member of the Secret
Service uniformed division in Washington.
According to Richard
Hartwig, a spokesman
for the Secret Service,
uniformed guards work
at some federal
buildings, including the
White House and at
foreign missions. Hartwig said Bachmann
would be placed on administrative leave,open-..-ding resolution of the
case.
The amount taken in
the robbery was not
disclosed.

**" "

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Extortion charges in a federal indictment against former state Insurance Commissioner Harold B.
McGuffey are too vague to allow
preparation of a defense case,
McGuffey's attorneys say.
-The defendant should be apprised of whether he is being
charged both with the substantive
act of extortion and an attempt to
extort, both of which appear to be
alleged," according to a defense
document filed Tuesday in U.S.
District Court.
Attorneys Bert T. Combs,
William E. Scent and M. Stephen
Pitt of Louisville made the statement in a memorandum supporting a motion for a bill of
particulars.
The motion seeks details about
the indictment charging McGuffey with one count of conspiracy
and four counts of extortion. The
same indictment charged former
state Democratic chairman
Howard P. "Sonny" Hunt Jr. with
two conspiracy counts, three extortion counts and five counts of
signing false federal income-tax
returns.
Hunt's attorneys previously filed a similar motion. Federal
prosecutors have until Oct. 2 to
file responses to the motions with
Judge Bernard T. Moynahan.
McGuffey and Hunt allegedly
directed kickbacks on state insurance policies, awarded insurance contracts that generated
-excessive" commissions and improqerly granted insurance
licenses to friends and relatives.
McGuffey's motion asked the
government to identify imindicted
co-conspirators and agents who
allegedly were improperly licensed. The indictment identifies them
only as "others" or "individuals."
It also demanded to know who
allegedly "acted under color of
official right" in the extortion
counts; which state laws were
broken; the source of money

r

allegedly ilicsdi commissionsharing on the state's fire and tornado insurance policy, which was
written by Bill Rice Insurance
Inc. of Richmond, and the state's
boiler insurance policy, written by
the Trigg County Insurance Agency Inc.
The memorandum filed Tuesday said "allegations that money
was obtained by both defendants
'under color of official right' could
give rise to several possibilit4es,
particularly since there is
assertion that both defendants
aided and abetted each other....
"Certainly no prejudice to the
government's case will exist if
...,,,
this information is disclosed
it said.

allegedly obtained by the defendants, and the amount of each insurance commission that was
"excessive."
Prosecutors were asked to identify r the Wombwell Insurance
Agency officials who allegedly
were summoned to Hunt's
Frankfort office in June 1975 after
the Lexington firm was selected to
write the state's workmen's compensation policy.
The indictment alleges Wombwell was ordered to channel
$1351,000 of its commissions "to
others who provided no services"
on the policy and that most of the
money eventually reached Hunt
and McGuffey.
The indictment also details

Factory Order Drop
Points To Slowdown
A drop in August factory orders
for durable goods — the first
decline this year — points to a
slowing of the economy and a
slackening in demand for business
credit, economists and analysts
say.
Recent small declines in corporate loan demand were cited by
bankers Tuesday as one reason
they lowered their prime lending
rates to 19.5 percent from 20 percent. They also noted a drop in
their cost of acquiring money for
lending.
The prime rate is the base banks
use to calculate interest charges
to their top-rate corporate
customers. Banks often make
very short-term loans at rates
below their prime. But many
smaller, less credit-worthy companies must pay above prime.
Analysts said the slackened demand for credit could continue
and perhaps accelerate if the
Commerce Department report on

durables proves an accurate Indicator of future industrial
production.

Man Remains Jailed
After Arrest
One Calloway County man remains in jail today following three
arrests Tuesday by Kentucky
State Police Narcotics Detective
Joe P. Cohoon.
Jailed under $5,000 bond is
Robert C. Newton, 22, Rt. 8, Murray. Also arrested in the incident
were Newton's wife, Sharon, 19,
and Timothy L. Cook, Rt. 2 Hazel.
Sharon Newton and Cook have
been released on bond, according
to KSP Information Officer
Richard Wright.
Both Robert and Sharon Newton
are charged with two counts of
trafficking in marijuana. Cook is
charged with trafficking in cocaine,a schedule II non-narcotic.

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

WHAT
DO I SAY
AT THE
FUNERAL?
Don't worry about what to say. Just make
it genuine, simple, sincere. And be
a good listener. By your very
presence you teitthe bereaved
they are not alone in
their grief.

1982 Sportsvan

The J H Churchill Funeral Home is Docked by 95 yeors of reliable
family service Allow us to help you in your time of need

(12 passenger) w-seats. Ideal
for carpool. Now in-stock.
Dwain Taylor thovrekt inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray
GM QUAL/TY

201 5. 3rd

Town 10•11ter.11wasr

sonnet PARTS

7534411

GM

OiNUAL MOTONS PARTS DIVISION

SAVE — SAVE — SAVE!

D & T Warehouse Foods
You Can Tell

By The

Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town

Prices Good 9-15
Through 9-21

3 Lb. Yellow
Onions 79`

Buttermilk

8 Poc
16 Oz.
Plus Deposit
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Papa Purcell Says Son Not Changed
There comes a time in every coach's life when
he's done what he can for his players and all that remains is to sit back and watch. Mistakes are hard to
swallow from the sidelines, but what can you do?
Murray State tennis coach Bennie Purcell says
there's not much you can do, especially when your
favorite player happens to be your son and he happens to be burning up the pro tennis circuit in his
novice years.
"You can stand on the sidelines and chart his
match and tell him afterwards he made this amount
of unforced errors and his opponent did thsi or that
to him, but at this level of play I think coaching is
over-emphasized," Purcell says about his 22-yearold tennis star son, Mel.
"Once he gets on the court the coaching's over
anyway. You're not going to change his game or
change his strokes, but what you can change,
hopefully, is how he thinks, how he approaches
those big points in a match that can win it or lose
it," the senior Purcell pointed out.
An example offered by the MSU coach was Mel's
loss to Jose Luis-Clerc in the recent U.S. Open.
"Mel had Clerc down and had the chance to put him
away.It wasn't so much that he(Mel)didn't get the
breaks, it's just he didn't get the big points when he
needed them. He did play Clerc his best game yet
(five sets) and we thought he would on the hardcourt. In the last year his (Mel'IT backhand has
become stronger and through trial and error he's

Covering
All Fields
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

becoming a much smarter player on the pro circuit," Purcell said.
Mel Purcell was practicing against MSU's Terje
Persson, who won the Kentucky State Hardcourt
Tournament held at MSU last weekend, and was
preparing to visit the west coast for three days
before returning to Murray,South Africa and Israel
in the next few weeks.
"It feels good to be back home for awhile, but I
can't take too many days off or I'll go crazy," Mel
said following his match with Persson, Monday.
"It's good when I'm here though, because dad's tennis team has good players and I can get a decent
workout. It's better in Dallas or Florida, though,
because of the pills that are around."

With the recent political unrest involving South
Africa's National rugby team, Springbok, concern
over any American travelling to that country would
naturally arise, but the PurcelLs expressed no
worry about the upcoming trin.
-Tennis-wise it's pretty safe over there. Besides,
if it's my time, I've got to go," Mel said flippantly.
His father was a little more serious,saying security
would be close for all the American players participating in the Davis Cup format of play.
Mel, ranked No. 25 in the world pro tennis standings, is steadily gaining on the $100,000 earnings
plateau and although the big bucks have seemingly
come overnight, the younger Purcell is basically
the same guy his dod's always known.
"I don't think it's affected him that much — the
big money and all. We've talked quite a bit about
maintaining his image, keeping it clean, and so far
he's been able to do that pretty well. I've said
there's only a handful of players who can control a
crowd like Connors, McEnroe and of course
Nastase. Mel's got that same kind of charisma. The
crowds seem to enjoy watching him play, but then,'
everyone likes the guy who hustles after every
shot. everyone except the player across from
him," Purcell said.
Keeping the "good guy" image intact while being
a jet-set bachelor in a high-tension sport isn't easy
these days, but Purcell has readily adapted to the
life of suitcases, tennis, tennis, and more tennis.

Mel Purcell,
Tennis Pro

Despite the high-wire hustle he lives, the young
Murrayan does manage to keep his life in order.
"Hey, I've got to run now, there's a party at
Kenlake this afternoon you know, priorities and
all...parties first, tennis second."
The elder Purcell's eyes roll when his son mentions his active social life and no matter how much
he wants his son to succeed, his advice sometimes
falls on deaf ears.
"Mel's ambition is to be in the top 10someday and
he knows he's got to have the discipline to go out the
day after a loss and work two or three hours on being better. Because if you don't do that there's
always someone out there who is and is just waiting
to take your place at the top. You've got to keep the
pace because it's easy to fall and you fall fast in pro
tennis," Purcell saidl

Local Soccer Racer Rifle Team Topples Western Kentucky
Scores Listed
Competition continues
this weekend in the
Murray-Calloway County
Soccer Association when
the 12-13 year-old boys
division teams host
squads from Calvert City
and Paducah Saturday
and Sunday. Saturday
boys 10-11 travel to
Calvert City and boys 1418 see action against
Bowling Green in the first
round of a tournament in
Hopkinsville.
Results from this
week's games involving
MCCSA teams are as
follows:
54 year League
Flyers 3,Sting0
Chiefs 2,Cosmos0
Boys74League
Fury 4,1Rowdies0
K
4,COSMOS 1
Girls74League
Chiefs 2, Red Wings o
Flyers2, Rowdies°

Boys 1041•League
Sting 4, Warners 1
Rowdies 1, Ravens 1
Girls 1643 League
Kickers6, Cosmos 1
Aztecs 2, Chiefs0
Boys 12-13 League
University Heights Academy 2,
MCGSA (Rowdies)0
MCCSA (Colts)3.
=
I*wville Pepsi League0
(Rowdies)3,
Hopkinsville Pepsi League 1
Boys 14-18league
University Heights Academy 4,
MCCSA 0
MCCSA 4,
Hopkinsville Pepsi League 3.
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By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer
The keen-eyed Murray
State University Rifle
Team, a perennial contender for the National
Collegiate Athletic
Association championship, started the 1981
season off with a
bang last Saturday by
defeating visiting
Western Kentucky
University.
In a shoulder-toshoulder .22-caliber
thatch in the Roy Stewart
Stadium rifle range, Murray's marksmen outpointed their Ohio Valley
Conference rival by a
score of 4,604 to 4,419.
Scoring for a rifle
match is tallied by adding
the final scores for each
member of a four-man
teat*. Each shooter takes
40 shots from three positions — standing, prone
and kneeling. A bull's eye
is scored 10 points, which
means each individual
can score a maximum
1,200 points.
The high score for the
match was turned in by
MSU's Mark Delcotto, a
senior All-American from
South Chicago Heights,
Delcotto, who is alsothe team's captain,shot a
398-369-395, for a total
1,162 points.

Delcotto's three teammates also turned in
sparkling performances,
as they recorded the second, third and fourth
highest scores of the
match. Mary Ann
Schweitzer, a Lancaster,
Pa. junior, finished eight
points from first with a
total score of 1154, while
third place went to AllAmerican Mark Rabenstein, a junior from
Golden, Colo., who shot a
1147. Scott Lewandowski,
a Brookfield, Wis. junior,
rounded otit- the scoring
with 1141 points.

..MSU Gridders
Ranked No. 2
In First Poll

Aside from the outst an- ship, last year's rifle NCAA tourney the last OVC tournament to be
ding opening for MSU's team finished fifth in the two years and both Mar- hosted by Murray State.
Gold Team, the school's NCAA Tournament at tin and Green agree Tech A second portion of the
second team, called the West Point, N. Y., and will give MSU its stiffest tourney will be later at
Blue Team, also edged won the National ROTC competition this year.
the University of KenWestern on total points Championship. TenThe two squad's will tucky an OVC member
with a score of 4,449. Bill nessee Tech has won the meet Oct. 10 and 11 in the for rifle competition.
Hughes, a junior from
Billings, Mont., tied
Lewandowski with his
1,141 points. The Blue
Team could almost be
called the "Billings
Team" because Hughes
is joined by two shooters
Only 8 More Days
from his home town —
sophomore Kerry
to take advantage of
Spurgin, 1124 points, and
GREAT VALUES,
freshman Dan Erpenbach, 1,110 points.
B1GSAVINGS
Sophomore Laura Jones,
Merritt Island, Fla., also
0-1360
had 1,074 points for the
mum
Assposi
Blue Team.
alltaallf
Staff Sgt. Maj. Elvis
tga,
Green, the coaching successor to Sgt. 1st Class
Carl Martin, said TuesMum-Purpose
day the team's score was
"Swinger" Steel Panel Gates
Grosse
surprisingly high for a
954r.14% ea.tub*
first match, and added, if
12-5 (No10-512)
'35"
s2risfos ogle
the success continues
20
08005andos•variety
14.41.(No. P0-514),.._,.,., 639
753-1423
of Judicator. lobo ardsid
"there's no reason why
Fluppod wolOsid construction gives yours of rust free sap
'em and tome
Ow twist free sow* Gdvsniute 45 nor
we can't win a national
Mu ,K .
championship."
Industrial Rd.
Under Martin's leader-

Southern States

ENDS SEPT. 26!

Over
I1 100 Items
I ir I In Stock
On
Sale
I

MISSION, Kan. (AP) — The
Top 10 teams in the National Collegiate Athletic Association Division 1-AA football poll with this
season's records and points:
1. Delaware
2, Murray State, Ky.
3. Idaho State
4. Jackson State, Miss
S. Eastern Kentucky
6. Connecticut
7. Montana State
I. Gramhling State, La
9. New Hampshire
10 Boise State, Idaho

60
56
49
40
44
40
30

244
344
240
24-1
2-14
24-0
1-14
2-1-0
2-0-0
2-14

25
15

Murray State's No. 2 ranking
signifies the 17th consecutive
time since 1979 the Racers have
been included in the Top 10
teams.

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
FALL 1981
—Non-Credit Special Interest Classes
INGROWN MARATNONING

GUITAR (Beginning)

Adam Laniiing Ill, Instructor
A combination of lectures and training runs directed
toward the physical coltditioning required to complete
either the 13 mile half-marathon distance or the
ultimate goal of all distance runners, the 26.2 mile
marathon. Each session will consist of a lecture to be
followed by a group training run. All participants will
be expected to have been on a regular running program and able to run two miles at least three times per
week without difficulty by the time of the first meeting
of the group. Independent daily running will be expected durigng the course.
Wednesdays, October 7-December 9
5:30-7:30 p.m.
Carr Health Bid., Room 105
Ten Sessions
$15.00

Ibis Used, lostnrcter
Students will learn chords for easy accompaniment for
singing and will learn to play several lovely melodic
songs. Students should check with instructor Reed at
762-4151 or (502) 527-1087 before buying a guitar for this
class. A textbook will be available for purchase. It's
easy to learn and fun to play the guitar!
Thursdays, October 8-December 17
8-9 p.m.
(no meeting Nov. 26)
(Bandroom)
216
Room
Bldg.,
Fine
Arts
Doyle
Price
$15.00
Ten sessions

LOW CALORIE COOKING
Sy Weed,lestrector
The class participants will prepare a variety of foods
which are low in caloric content. Guidelines for
diabetic and weight reduction diets will be discussed.
-Cost of supplies will be $10.00 to be paid ,he first night
of class.
7.9 p.m.
Thursdays,October 8-October i9
Applied Science Bldg., Room 206 North
Four Sessions
S15.00

SECURITIES AND INVESTING-NOW IT AFFECTS YOU
Betty Boston, In:frosts,
An introductory course designed for men and
women. Recommended for husband and wife to take
together. Content: The significance of investment to
your family and the U.S. economy. Investing and infla
tion. Preserving your purchase power. Increasing your
income. Alternative investments, including money
market funds, mutual funds, annuities, investment
clubs. Understanding financial pages, balance sheets
and joint ownership. Taught by an account executive of
First of Michigan Corp., a New York Stock Exchange
member firm.
78 30p m
Tuesdays, October -November 24
Business Building, Room 307
$18 00
Eight Sessions

Other classes to begin in October include: BALLROOM DANCING, ADVANCED'
BRIDGE, BEGINNING BRIDGE, FINANCIAL PLANNING IN THE EIGHTIES,
GENEALOGY, GETTING TO KNOW YOURSELF, SELECTING OR CHANGING
YOUR CAREER,THE BOOK OF PSALMS,TOLE AND DECORATIVE PAINTING

:
• -

And Introducing...
Cimarron By Cadillac
Check Us Out Today
Satisfied Customers Are Ger
Maim Colleens
140. West Main-753-5315

REGISTRATION IS EASY...Simply call (502) 762-2716 or 762-4229 or send your name, oddress,
home and business telephone number and the registration fee to the Office of Conferences ond
Continuing Education, Murray State University, Murray, Ky. 42071.
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Team With Baseball's Best
Record May Miss Playoffs
AP Sports Analysis
By HAL BOCX
Presenting...drum roll,
please, maestro...the
team with the very best
record in baseball, the
Cincinnati Reds.
Take a bow, Manager
John McNamara. Nice
job. Enjoy the spotlight,
though, because when the
mini-playoffs begin Oct.
6, you guys could be
sitting at home, finished
for the season.
Now how can that be?
How can a team finish
with the best record in
baseball and still not
qualify for the playoffs?

were assured of nothing. to the spie--...)49on plan good sense to be leading
Unless they can catch when it was first an- their respective divisions
Houston and finish first nounced. Nothing has when baseball went on its
for the second half, or happened, not even his summer vacation.
unless the Dodgers catch club's first-place stanBaseball is selling us
Houston and Cincinnati ding in the second half, to terrific pennant races.
Look at that — going into
Cincinnati made the finishes second to LA,the change his mind.
Tuesday's action, six
mistake of being one-half Reds can head for home.
"I think it's a farce,"' games separated
the six
game behind Los Angeles
That's ridiculous.
Herzog said the other teams in the American
when the strike hit June
day. "What are we League
East. Toronto's
12. In the interest of expeSome baseball people, playing for? There's no
annual also-rans were
diency, their 35-21 first- who aren't afraid of their
interest in it."
four games out of first
half record was sacrific- shadows, speak their
the
people
by
in charge minds on the issue. One of
ed
That seems to be the place. Four teams were
when play resumed. And them is Whitey Herzog, opiniorm of the Dodgers, separated by three
even though the Reds (23- manager and general Philadelphia Phillies, games in the American
17 in tge second half) had manager of the St. Louis Oakland A's and New League West. Texas,
the best overall record in Cardinals. Herzog is a York Yankees, who all playing under .500, is bidthe two leagues going into traditionalist and the earned playoff berths ding for the title.
Tuesday's games, they Cards voiced opposition because they had the If you really want
races, baseball's got 'em.
Try combining the
standings for the two
halves and here's what
you get before Tuesday's
games:
National League East:
violence. City officials in St. Louis 52-42,
would appear.
violence."
However,there were no
Earlier in the day, a Rochester also turned Philadelphia 51-43, Moninjuries Tuesday night. bomb went off in down a request for a con- treal 51-44. The Cards are
Albany Police Chief neighboring Schenectady test there.
one game up on the
Police and private Phillies and 11
Thomas Burke said one at a building housing of/
2 ahead of
person with a knife was fices of the ERU. No one security guards kept the Expos.
arrested inside the was hurt. The rugby spectators and reporters
National League West:
stadium and four others office suffered only about on opposite sides of the Cincinnati 58-38, Los
were arrested for $50 damage, but damage 7,000-seat stadium and, Angeles 58-39, Houston
disorderly conduct at a at an adjacent dairy during the first half of the 54-43. The Reds are onenearby fast-food company was put at controversial game, half game up on the
restaurant. None was $50,000. There have been refused to allow anyone Dodgers and 41
/
2 ahead of
out.
identified.
no arrests.
the Astros.
The roughly 500 specAmerican League
There was one tense
ERU President Tom tators cheered loudly East: New York
55-41,
moment when about 100 Selfridge said Tuesday's from beneath
umbrellas Detroit 56-42, Boston 54protesters broke away contest was a victory for and rain
gear, often 40, Milwaukee 55-43,
from the main the sport.
drowning out any noise Baltimore 52-41. The
demonstration, moved
"The score on the from the protesters, Yankees, Tigers
and Red
toward a police line and scoreboard may have whose
numbers had Sox are tied, all vrithin
faced off against the been 41-0, but the real dwindled to
about 400 by three percentage points
helmeted police. Most of score was rugby 3, Carey the time the
game ended. of each other, with the
the splinter 0," Selfridge said.
Carey canceled the Brewers one game back
demonstrators moved
game
last week, but his and the Orioles 11
/
2
Selfridge
refused
to say
back when folksinger
decision
was overturned behind.
whether the Springboks
Pete Seeger began to
America.. Leaguit
planned now to leave the by a federal district
perform.
country or stay for a judge. That ruling then West: Oakland 56-41,
-The Albany team lost, possible match Saturday was upheld by an appeals Texas 51-42. The A's are
three up on the Rangers.
but Albany gained against another ERU mutt and Marshall.
something," said Clara team at an undisclosed •
Satterfield, head of the site. That game, originallocal chapter of the Na- ly set to be played in New
tional Association for the York City, was canceled
Advancement of Colored by Mayor Edward Koch,
People. "There was no who said he feared

ss.

Only in this abomination
of a split season, where
good is bad and up is
down, could such silliness
take place.

Mum's The Word
RACER ALL-AMERICAN — Murray State track standout Eddie Wedderburn
( left) recently received his NCAA All-American certificate from Racer track
and cross country coach Bill Cornell (right ). Wedderburn earned the AllAmerican status with his seventh place finish in the 1981 NCAA outdoor track
championships.
—MSU photo by Barry Johnson

Trevino Inducted
Into Hall Of Fame
By BOB GREEN
"I mean, I'm still an
AP Sports Writer
active player and I don't
PINEHURST, N.C. think this will make that
( AP) — Lee Trevino much difference to me
figures he's halfway to right now."
the end of the rainbow.
Trevino scored his first
"There's two things pro victory in the biggest
every athlete dreams of tournament of them all,
when he's starting out," the U.S. Open in 1968.
Trevino said. "One is go"Up until then, I didn't
ing to heaven when he know if I could win a tourdies. The other is making nament or not," he said.
the Hall of Fame in his "I was just trying to
sport. Those two things inake expenses."
It was the first of 26
are the end of the
rainbow.
U.S. Tour titles he col"Well, I've got one of lected and started him off
'em now. We'll just have to more than $2.5 million
to wait and see about the in career winnings.
other, and I'm in no hurry
A turning point in his
to find out."
career, he said, was his
Trevino, along with 18-hole playoff victory
veteran pro Ralph over Jack Nicklaus in the
Guldahl, were inducted 1971 U.S. Open.
into the World Golf Hall
"That convinced me I
of Fame Tuesday,.
could play with the
"It's a great honor, a
great thrill to have your
name up there along with
people like (Ben) Hogan,
and, of course, Gary,"
said Trevino, who was inducted by South African
Gary Player, one of the
original 13 inductees in
Sward Flail ci Same
1974.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
"It's always nice to be
EAST
W
L
Pct.
remembered.I'm thrilled Detroit
X 16
619
to death about it. It's been Banton
24 17
56
25 11
511
a great life for me," said Milwaukee
Baltimore
21 19
525
Guldahl, 69, who won the 1-New York
21 X
512
19 20
487
US. Open in 1937-38 and Toronto
aeveland
n 476
the Masters in 1939.
WEST
Kansas City
23 Is
561
•'Being recognized as 1-Oakland
21 11
km 1
one of the great players is Ihnoesota
55
476
34
11 21
62 4
enough, but I think I'll ap- Texas
Seattle
17 24
415 6
preciate this more later Chicago
16 25
7
399
14 25
359 8
in life, when I'm sitting at Californa
x-First-half division winner
the end of the bar telling
Tuesday's Gmoss
Oakland 3-4, Toro 2-2. 1st game 13
war stories," said innings
Trevino.
Milwaukee 10, Boston I

Major League
Baseball

Cinncy
To Sell
Playoff
Tickets
CINCINNATI (AP) —
The Cincinnati Reds will
offer $7 reserved seat
tickets for the Western
Division Series at Riverfront Stadium through
the mail but will accept
no orders postmarked
prior to today.
If the Reds win the second half championship,
they will play the Los
Angeles Dodgers at
Riverfront Stadium on
Tuesday, Oct. 6 at 8:15
p.m. and Wednesday,
Oct. 7. at 1:05 p.m.
If the Reds finish second to the Dodgers in the
second half, only the
Tuesday,Oct.6 game will
be played in Cincinnati.
The Reds said fans may
order up to four tickets
per game at $7 each and
include a $2 handling
charge plus a large, selfaddressed envelope.
Orders are limited to
one per person. Orders
notpe
with postmarks
ot to
Sept. 23 will
illed,
the Reds said.
The address is Cincinnati Reds, Agent, Box
1999, Cincinnati, Ohio,
45201.
Information on the sale
of possible National
League Championship
Series and World Series
tickets will be announced
at.a later date, the club
said.

Detroit 6, Baltimore 3
Clreelmad 6, New York 4
Kamm Oty 2, Minnesota
Seattle 3, Texas 2
Cahfornia 1, Chicago 0

greatest players of this
time," he said."That was
a turning point."
He went on to score a
unique triple, adding the
Canadian and British
Open titles in the next
four weeks, a feat that
hasn't been matched.
Trevino also won the
British Open in 1972 and
the PGA national
championship in 1974.
He has won at least
once every season since
1968 and only last week
scored four victories in
the United States' Ryder
Cup victory in England.
He originally had planned
to remain in England to
play in the Bob Hope
Desert Classic this week,
but changed his schedule
when he was elected to
the Hall of Fame.

Springbok's Slate Kept Quiet
ALBANY, N.Y.(AP)—
The South African Springboks rugby team, having defeated an American
all-star team on the playing field and Gov. Hugh
Carey in the courts, is
keeping secret whether it
will leave the country or
try to play one more
game.
About 1,500 protesters
against South Africa's
policy of racial
separation stood in the
rain outside Bleecker
Stadium on Tuesday
night chanting -stop the
game" as the racially
mixed Springboks slogged through mud to a 41-0
victory over an Eastern
Rugby Union all-star
team.
Earlier in the day, U.S.
Supreme' Court Justice
Thurgood Marshall
turned down a last-ditch
appeal from state
lawyers trying to stop the
game. Carey had said he
feared the game would
spark a riot and said he
had reports that up to
15,000 demonstrators

LEAGUE LEADERS
PITCHING (9 Decisions
Clear, Boston, 8-2, .800, 3.61; Torrez, Boston, 8-2, .800, 3.92;
Guidry, New York, 11-3, .786,
2.V; Corner, Texas, 7-2,.778, 2.72;
D.Martinez, Baltimore, 13-4, .765,
3.43; Vuckovich, Milwaukee, 13-4,
.765, 3.78; McGregor. Baltimore,
11-4, .733, 3.57; Morn-, Detroit,
13-5, .722, 2.93.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
SI Lows
S 18
Mordreal
II 19
New York
X 21
Chicago
18 21
x-Philadelphia
17 73
Pittsburgh
17 24
WEST
Houston
27 14
Cincinnati
24 17
San Francisco
a
x-las Angeles
22 19
Atlanta
3636
San Dtego
13 30
1-First-half dictum warner

is

Los Angeles Rana 9-3,i at San Franrisco 'Griffin 141 ni

Pct. GB
.560
.517
.4111lb
4C
34
425
5
415
54
.659
.56

_sir

.537
.590
IC

3
4,5
5
64
15

rnaiday's Games
(3ucago 4. St Loam 3
Pittsburgh 5, New York 3
Montreal 6, Philadelphia 2
Houston 3, Atlanta 1
Curial/lab 3. San Diego 2
San Francisco 5, Lou Angeles 2
Wednesday's Games
New York I Lynch 4-3) at (3urae° • Kit,how 7-91
Putsburg1) ;Rhoden 7-3) at Montreal
.Sanderson 94, ,e)
Philadelphia Nola 1-2I at SI Lows
'Martin 6-4) o)
Atlanta 'Mahler 14) at Houston
Niekro 9-7) in)
Cincinnati (Pastore 3-7) at San Diego
Mine 3-7) In)

Thriday's Goan
New York at Chicago
Pittsburgh at Montreal n)
Philadelplus at SLLouts in;
Atlanta at Houstonin'
Los Angeles at San Francisco (n)
Only games scheduled

LSAGUE LEADERS
PITCHING (9 Decisions):
Seaver, Cincinnati, 13-2, .867,
.11; Carlton, Philadelphia, 12-4,

.750, 2.33; Camp, Atlanta, 9-3,
.750, 1.92; Reuss, Los Angeles, 93, .750, 2.19; Rhoden, Pittsburgh,
8-3, .727, 4.24; Hume, Cincinnati,
8-3, .727, 3.03; vale
La, Los
Angeles, 13-5,.772, 2.49; Knepper,
Houston,8-4,.667, 1.96.
STRIKEOUTS: Valenzuela,
Los Angeles, 14§; Carlton,
Philadelphia, 159; Soto, Cincinnati, 134; Ryan, Houston, 120;
Gullickson, Montreal,98.
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"If you own a home and a
car, let me tell you about
the best insurance value
in town:'
you own both e home and
•car you re probably sagas* be
PCP — Personal Comprehensive
Protection — from The Corelnental
Insurance Companies That means
you can gel protection for your
home, car, personal property,
liatrlify and more in a singes
conveneent poltcy kers Protector,
be your insurance doliar
PCP ones you comprehensive
coverage — including a woos range

Prime Office
pace Avallabl
300 Sq.Ft. to
1200 Sq. Ft.

OS extras you wont see in basmc
auto homeowners or Sability policies PCP as you hcf..m.1
COMM911-10, yOur prtakerty and
14111dey And PCP peoes you op•
sons. like disobey income covwags to suit your naeCle
I believe dud PCP &len On.0$
the belt insuranCa Mk*.It lown
And I 0!we to tell you all about ft
Sico or and see me Or give An• a

call soon

Holton, Melugin &
Haverstock Ins. Agency Inc.

Decorate to Your Specifications
Call 753-4682 or 753-5870

II

753-3415 %I...meg

206 Main, Murray

-...Th.Contitund
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee 'Eaton 5.61 at Boston, 'Tanana 3-9) (a)
Detroit (Petry 9-7) at Baltunore 'D
Martinez 13-41 'n1
Oakland I langlord 10-9 at Toronto
t Clancy 6-101 n
CleveLwx1 ;Denny 9-4) at New York
illeusehel
Minnesota 1Redfern 6-8) at Kansas City
Leonard 8-11) In,
Seattle • Abbott 3-71 at Texas Honeycutt 1651 I ni
Chicago Trout II-6• at California )Witt
5-9) In)
llanday's Games
Cleveland at Boston in)
Baltimore at New York in
Minnesota at Kansas City ;n1
Seattle at Texasin'
Chicago at California In'
Only games scheduled
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Former School Superintendent'Off The Hook'

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - Former Berea
school superintendent
William Bennett is off the
hook as far as the state
Board of Education and
state Superintendent of
Public Instruction Raymond Barber are
concerned.
Barber, in a report to
the state board Tuesday,
said he found no evidence
that Bennett violated the
law in connection with a
budget deficit the Berea
school system incurred.
Barber said there was
also insufficient evidence
to warrant revocation of
Bennett's superintendent's license.
The state board had
directed Barber in June
to investigate the
circumstances that led
the Berea Independent

School District to finish
last fiscal year nearly
$200,000 in the red.
Bennett resigned as
superintendent in
January.
The Berea board has
directed its attorney to
look into possible legal
action against Bennett,
who currently is living in
Cloverport and is out of
the school business.
Members of the Berea
board who attended Tuesday's meeting refused to
comment on the findings.
The board already has
filed a suit against Lexington accountant Billy J.
Smith, whose audits of
the school system in 197879 failed to disclose the
size of the deficit.
In a settlement with the
state Board of Accountancy last year, Smith

admitted he did not use year.
generally accepted accounting methods in
The school hoard is
conducting the audits and seeking to recover the
agreed not to conduct in- money it paid Smith,
dependent audits for a alone with damages and

the amount of the dcfic,t.

The state board, after
rev,iewing the case
against Bennett for nearly two hours in executive

Conversion Prospects
Noticeably Improve

CHARLESTON, W.Va.
(AP) - New efforts to
persuade utilities to
convert voluntarily from
oil- and gas-fired
generators to coal-fired
units has a better chance
of succeeding than mandatory efforts, a study by
the General Accounting
Office states.
In a recent report to
Congress on the status
and achievements of the
G. CORN, JR. government's 6-year-old
coal conversion program,
the GAO said the
"A sympathiser is a felNORTH
program is no longer
9-23•A
low that's for you as long as
•J 9 2
viable under new market
•7 54
it doesn't cost anything." and regulatory
•A K 9 7 6
Kin Hubbard.
conditions.
•K 8
However, says the
WEST
EAST
+63
•4
GAO, the prospects for
•62
•K J 10 9 8
utilities voluntarily
West murmured words of •Q J 10 8
•4 2
convert
ing to coal from
sympathy when declarer's +105432
A Q976
side suit failed to break 3-3.
more costly oil and gas
SOUTH
Had declarer played well
have improved
•AK Q10875
•A Q 3
enough to make his slam,
markedly,the GAO says.
•5 3
West surely would have
Major utilities are now
•
J
hummed a different tune.
offering to convert 51
South bid his hand aggresVulnerable: North -South boilers at 23 power plants
sively and imagine'
. Dealer: South. The bidding:
to coal, a move that could
With hearts bid on his right,
save 235,000 barrels of oil
he promoted his heart hold- South West North East
Pass
per day by 1988. That oil
26
ing and bolstered by his sol- 16
2•
Pass
savings would equal
id suit and singleton club, he 434hNT Pass 44
Pass
5e
Pass
gambled on the slam.
about two-thirds of the
64.
Pass
Pass
Pass
Unfortunately, South's
savings projected under
play did not match the
Opening lead Heart six
the now-abandoned manimagination of his bidding.
datory conversion proHe took the first heart, drew
two rounds of trumps and and a third trump to gram of the Department
then tested dummy's dummy's jack provides for of Energy.
diamonds. The ace, king and the vital discard on The DOE has already
sharply curtailed the cona ruff failed to split the suit dummy's fifth diamond
version program under
and suddenly declarer realBid with Corn
ized he was short a dummy
the Reagan administraentry. Dummy's trump jack South holds 9-23-B
tion, and the focus of the
would allow him to set up a
program has gradually
fifth diamond, but he could
•4
shifted to one aiding
never get to cash it. Down
•K J 1098
voluntary conversions
•4 2
one, with a hundred honors,
throug
h regulatory
*A
Q 976
for no score.
assistance.
It would have been a difThe energy department
ferent story had declarer North South
says that mandatory prodrawn only one round of 16
hibition orders will no
trumps, leaving the jack and
nine in dummy. The fear of 26
longer be issued to
getting the second high dia- ANSWER: Pass. Opener has utilities opposed to conmond ruffed was only a six diamonds and four version. GAO agrees with
mirage - if that suit were spades and the hand is that move, saying the
5-1, there would be no way bound to be a misfit. Better
to make the slam (the club to miss an occasional game mandatory conversion
ace was marked with East). than to risk a large penalty. program "has accomplished little and has
After one high trump, the
diamonds are started, South Send bridge questions to The Acts, not shown it could be efP 0 Box 12343, Dallas, Texas 75225. fective when utilities do
ruffing the third round. A salt
self-addressed. stamped envelope
trump to dummy's nine for reply
not act voluntarily."
allows another diamond ruff
In recent budget action,

THE ACES®IRA

Congress amended the
1978 Powerplant and
Industrial Fuel Use Act
- DOE's main conversion tool - by replacing
the program enforcing
coal conversions to one
that emphasizes
voluntary conversions of
existing power plants.
But, in a move that
angered some coal-state
congressmen, the new
budget was slasi-d to
provide only $5 million
for coa. conversion

activities, instead of the
$31 million originally
proposed.
Also repealed through
the new budget was the
restriction on the use of
natural gas in utility
boilers. Gas-fired utilities
will be able to continue on
natural gas after 1990
under the new budget act.
Halley's Comet was
first sighted in 240 B.C. It
is to return in May of
1986.

session, expressed its
deep concern about the
Berea situation.
The board voted to exercise closer oversight of
accounting and auditing
practices and procedures
at the local district level
in the future.
The board also voted to
urge the completion as
soon as possible of
current efforts to update,
clarify and strengthen
the auditing procedures
for local school districts
by the State Committee
for School District
Audits.
Barber said in a later
interview that he didn't
feel the evidence against
Bennett was without a
reasonable doubt as is required by the law.
Barber also noted that
Smith, in his settlement
with the Accountancy
Board, did not implicate
Bennett in any way.
Lois Arnett, a member

of the Berea board who
was a leading critic of
Bennett, was questioned
during the closed session.
She refused to discuss her
appearance.
Arnold Guess, head of
the Office of Finance and
Administration in the
Department of Education, told the state board
he feels the Berea district
can,. erease its deficit
within two years.
State law prohibits
local school districts
from operating with a
budget deficit unless the
state board has granted
an emergency.
In other action Tuesday, the state board endorsed in principle
recommendations that
prospective teachers
pass a test before being
certified and complete a
one-year internship.
The board directed its
staff to present specific
plans for implementing

the tests and internship
program at its November
meeting for action.
In July the state board
had adopted stiffer standards for admission to
student teaching programs and for
certification.
The proposals had initially been recommended by the Council on
Teacher Education and
Certification. A new program committee of the
state board also recommended they be adopted
in principle.
The state board also appointed Barbara Aired to
fill a vacancy on the
Harlan County Board of
Education.
Mrs. Aired, who was
recommended by Barber,
will serve on the board
through the end of this
year. Her replacement
will be chosen at the
November general
election.
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Passbook Sayers To Get Break
••••••••

•
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WASHINGTON(AP)People who keep their
money in passbook savings accounts soon will
get a little better break on
interest payments,
thanks to the action of a
sharply divided group of
federal financial
regulators.
The group won no
thanks from the already
struggling savings and
loan institutions that will
be paying out a lot of the
extra money. One
spokesman called the action "a monumental and
incredible blunder" and
urged Congress to
eliminate the group that
approved it.
Tuesday's action by the
Depository Institutions
Deregulation Committee
will raise the ceiling on
passbook interest from
5.25 percent to 5.75 percent at commercial
banks and from 5.5 percent to 6 percent at savings and loans and
mutual savings banks.
The change takes effect
Nov. 1.
The 3-2 vote for the action came after conunit-

tee members voted by the
same margin against
raising the ceilings even
more, by 142 percentage
points.
Treasury Secretary
Donald T. Regan, chairman of the DIDC, had
proposed the bigger increase "to strike a blow
for the little guy" who
cannot afford to invest in
high-interest, short-term
accounts.
He also said the move
should help stop the
outflow of money .rfrom
passbook accounts at the
S&Ls. Many of them are
in financial trouble, at
least in part because of
competition from
unregulated money
market mutual funds
which pay high interest
rates without being encumbered by the lowyielding home loans held
by the S&Ls.
DIDC member Richard
Pratt, chairman of the.
Federal Home Loan Bank
Board which oversees the
federally insured S&Ls,
said the increase would
not stop the outflow but
would only add to the

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Bratlant
display
5 Strokes
9 Greek
letter
12 Matinee 13 Adam's son
14 Conducted
15 Most
recent
17 Three-toed
Sloth
18 Wise bird
/9 The sweet-

sop
21

2 Poem
3 Cut
4 Gratified
5 Communion
plate
6 Hebrew
month
7 Beverage
8 Skid
9 Nearer
10 Cuts
It unemployed
16 Cubic meters
20 Messy place
22 Siberian river
23 Entreaty
24 Inclined

Armed
band
23 Gifts
27 Exist
28 Anon
29 Still
31 Rodent
34 Printer s
measure
35 Condensed
moisture
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25 Latin
41 Three-base
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conjunction
hit
51 Part in play
26 Diocese
43 Footlike part 52 Defeat
30 Surgical sae 45 Preposition 56 Toll 32 Helps
47 Babylonian 58 Guido's high
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deity
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40 Likely
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50 Test
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54 Jump
55 Preposition
57 Pieces set in
61 Everyone
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money
64 Mixture
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S&Ls' problems by Congress should abolish
forcing them to pay the DIDC, which be callhigher interest on ac- ed "a menace to the nacounts they already have. tion's financial system."
Another committee The DIDC action "will
member, Federal increase the interest cost
Reserve Chairman Paul borne by financial
Volcker, also opposed institutions and boost inboth increase proposals, terest rates at a time
saying that if the ceiling when the high level of inwere raised as much as terest rates already
1 Li percentage points, threatens to destroy
"the safety and sound- President Reagan's
ness of the institutions economic program,"
would be jeopardized."
O'Connell said.
Lawrence Connell, There is about $300
chairman of the National billion in passbook acCredit Union counts at all the nation's
Administration, sup- banks, S&Ls and mutual
ported Regan on both savings banks. An invotes. William Isaac, a crease of 0.5 percent in
director of the Federal interest could mean
Deposit Insurance Corp. about $1.5 billion a year
opposed the bigger more for the millions of
increase, then proposed account holders and
the lesser one.
about $1.5 billion less for
After the meeting, the the institutions.
U.S. League of Savings
The institutions will not
Associations released a be forced to pay the
statement in which its ex- higher rates, but most
ecutive vice president, are expected to do so to
William O'Connell, said meet competition.

Vocational Center
To Offer Courses

The Murray Area Vocational Education Center
will offer several night
classes during the fall
semester.
Accounting I will begin
on Oct. 1 and will meet on
Tuesday and Thursday
from 6:30 p.m. 9:30 p.m.
for seven weeks. The
registration fee will be $5.
The books will cost approximately $15. Judith
Ingersoll will be the instructor.
Accounting I is a beginning course and covers
the beginning accounting
cycle. The class is limited
to 24 people.
Air conditioning and
refrigeration will begin
on Tuesday, Oct. 13, and
will continue for six
weeks on Tuesday and
Thursday from 6:30 p.m.
9 9:30 p.m. The registration fee will be $5. The
book will cost approximately $23. Larry Bundy
will be the instructor. The
course will cover the
basic principles of air
conditioning and
refrigeration and is
limited to the first 18 people.
Automotive
maintenance will begin
on Oct. 13 and is schedul-

YOU THOUGHT YOU
HEARD A CHOCOLATE
CHIP COOKIE CALLING
YOU DIDN'T YOU?

A FLEA
COLLAR

WELL,YOU
DIDN'T!

ed on Tuesday and Thursday from 6 p.m.-9 p.m.
for five sessions only.
This is a course particularly designed for
women, teaching the
basics of the automobile.
Changing oil, changing
tires, checking fluid
levels and general basic
knowledge for the safe
and effective care of the
auto will be covered.
While it is designed for
women, men who would
like to take the course are
welcome. The class ir
limited to the first 18 people. The registration fee
will be $1. Donal Rowlett,
auto mechanics teacher
at the Murray Vocational
Center, will be the instructor.
CONSERVATION
GRANT
WINTERTHUR, Del.
(AP)- A $175,000 grant
from the Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation has
gone to. the Winterthur
Museum.
The money - to be
matched on a one-to-one
basis
-with new funds for
the same purpose - will
support conservation
activities at the museum.
MAYBE IT WAS A
DOUGHNUT WHO'S
A VENTRILOQUIST..

FLEA
COLLAR 7
A

TAKING
NO
CHANCES

w DC YOU
LIVE MY NEW
lKihi 2.

WI-EN YOU

WEAR
THAT AT THE BEACH"1
iT WILL MAKE A FEM/
HEARTS SEAT FASTER

AND SOME
PEOPLE DON'T

EVEN NEED
A BEACH

1 LEGAL NOTICE

Lost four month old kitten. Gray tiger striped.
Call 753-8037 after 4:30
1).m•

The people who might be interested in contributing to
the upkeep of the Old Salem
cemetery end to those who
hove not contributed in the
pott but tray desire to do
so. Please moil checks to
Jock Cadd, Rt. 8 Murray or
to Jock Dodd c/o Rtts Block
Co., E. Morn Street, Murray, Ky.

Lost black and white kitten. Phone 753-8411.
Found small kitten, black
and white on Martin
Chapel Rd. Call 753-2795.

6. HELP WANTED
Engineer - stratural- or
mechanical with at least
five years experience.
Excellent pay, benefits
and future with fast growing company. Send
resume to Gene Roeder
Process Equipment
Builders Inc. P.O. Box
7506, Paducah, Ky. 42001.

•••••

We hove o large selec tion of frames for your
home or office

Carter Studio
7 3-8298

115th Anniversary Wallpaper
Sale. Over 3,000 rolls in stock. •
Values to $1395 singte roll.
NOw 4 99 per single roll. Save
50 percent to 64 percent off
regular- price. For month of
September only pop a baloon
and receive an additional 10
to 50 percent discount on all
stock wallpaper. The
Sherwin Williams Co.

INTERESTED IN FREE
CHRISTMAS GIFTS??
Hostess; a needle craft
demonstration
receive
beautiful free gifts free
lessons in latch hook,
embroidery, counted
cross-stitch and needle
point. Contact Lou
Stroder at 502116-2842
Don't Miss out! Call Now!
Today!
_

SPECIAL
SALE

- Information on

Alaskan aa
Overseas Employment Ex-

MUNli ii

i..lrurticiit,
s, flute Me

cellent income potential

Call 1-312-741-9780, Ext
6062

SILVER &
GOLD
PAWN SHOP

Dental Assistant tull
time. Experienced
preferred but not
necessary. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040B.

u[rrilp4 Platt)
Nen 0 m to 8 p m
'53 7113

Medical

listed here is a reedy reference
!fiat will Quickly kelp you locate
the classification etJ are looking
for
1. legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
S. Lost and fa,nd
S. Help Wanted
5. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. for Sale or trade
14. Want To fluy
15.4/Wafer Sale
IL Home Furnishings
17. vacuum Cleaners
11 Sewing Machines
Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
U. Musical
23. Exterminating
14. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
It TV Radio
17. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents_
21. Meeting Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Aph For Rent
33. Rooms lot Rent
34. Houses for Rent
35. Farms For Rent
34. For Rent Or lease
37. livestock-Supplies
3$. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home loans
43. Real Eatate
U.lots For Sale
45. Farms for Sale
46. Horne% for Sale
47. Motorcycles
40. Auto Services
41. used Can
W. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54, For Trade
SS. Feed And Seed
M. Free Column
57. Wanted

ANTIQUE
AND
DEPRESSION
GLASSWARE

& Gold
Pawn Shop
tl731C
P'313
Own
m
Ep
+53 +113

3. CANOE THANKS
We are deeply grateful to
each and everyone who
has shown such sweet
christian concern in our
heartache and loss of out
dear husband, father,
grandfather Ocus Boyd.
Also Dr. John C. QuertermOus, nurses, and all who
worked so faithfully to
help him in the hospital.
To our friends, neighbors
and relatives for the
bountiful supply of food,
the flowers, visits and
cards. To Thyra
Crawford and Milton
Gresham for the music
and our pastor Dr. Jerald
White and- Dr. James
Carlin for the appropriate
and comforting message.
May God bless each and
everyone.
Mrs. Ocus Boyd and
Family.

secretary

re-

ceptionist.
Only
ex
perienced need to apply
Send resume to P 0 Box
1640A, Murray, Ky. 42071

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

Silver

igialk kit II

-5775778. FOUND

NOTICE

lillift11
8111•Sill

CCRA 00E5NT THINK
1 00 ENOUGH
FOR HER

Bak CaN
Do we molly how.
the Bible today 759-4444; lible
Story 759-4445.

2. NOTICE

hems,it

24 MISCELLANEOUS

Moving Sale'

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS OF KAY
SWIFT I, Donald C. Swift,
am no longer responsible
for debts incurred by Kay
Swift effective September
19, 1981. Donald C. Swift,
Charles K. Cochran,
Guardian In Fact

300 Mon

16 HOME

TICE

EXPERIENCED
APPAREL SALES. For
mornings, nights and
Sundays. Immediate
part time openings.
Apply in person
MINNENS OLYMPIC
PLAZA OR BEL-AIR
CENTER. E.O.E.
FREE TOYS EXTRA
DOLLARS
Attention
homemakers now hiring
demonstrators in your
area to sell House of
Lloyd toys and gifts. Have
fun and make money.
Free $300.00 kit. No
collectinO, no delivery.
Part-time now through
November. Hiring until
September 26th. Call 7594807.
Work at home jobs
available! Substantial
earnings possible. Call
504-641-8003 Ext. 1316 for
information. •
Attractive positichi for'
man or woman of neat.
appearance and good'
character for pleasant
work, no lay-offs.
Earning Opportunity
$25000 to $350.0
to start. Advancement
good benefits. Education
or experience not
necessary. Call Paducah
443-6460 between 8 a.m
and 10 am. ONLY! Ask
for Mr. Miller,

9. SITUATION W.ikx.c.12
Handyman will do odd
jobs, also light hauling.
Phone 753-3810.
I will babysit or stay with
elderly people. 435-4233.
Will remove dead or unwanted trees. Call for free
estimates before 2:30.
753-548.1.
,

14

WANT TO By/.

1966 or 190 Cougar,
wrecked. After 5:00 call
436-5896.
Want to buy a good used
couch for trailer. Call 4892118.
I want to buy standing
timber on shares. Call
436-5822 after S p.m.
1949 Calloway County
license plate. 753-84419.
Old Jukebox - Looking for
real old Wurlitzer
tutebox with model
number under 1200. Call
collect giving model
number and condition 901388-7110.

ARTILES FOR ALE'
Niko' FM Camera body
with zootn lens plut.
accessories Call 761-2828

Rabbits and chickens for
sale and plants Moving
must sell

Call anytime

436-5895
Firewood
burn
now
and
seasoned wood this winter

Order

436-2752B.
Hardy chrysanthemums
cushion type, many colors
13.95 to $4.95. Hoffman's
Nursery 94E.
Portable typewriter sturdy in good condition. 753-'
3994 evenings.
For rent: niel2 bedroom trailer,

near Murray. No pets! 41-M1I.
Solid oak trundlebed with
mattress and Springs.
Almost new. Brooksie
Maddox 492-8764.

I.

Warm morning wood-coal
stove. Must sell, Call 7530594 after 6 p.m,
STOVE BOARDS, heavy
lined, 28" x 34",$5.99. 32''x 42", 915.99. 36" x 54",
$22.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.

dining room suite $900.00
sofa and I6 seat $200.00,
Henredon bedroom wit
(king size bed) $450.00,
glass top table $75.00,
three chairs $75.00 each,
walnut end table $75.00,
parosons table and
mirror 375t00 and sofa
$250.00. 753-2676 after 6
p.m.

20. SPORTS EQUIPMENt

753-7575
23 EXTERMINATING
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Two Walker coon dogs,
registered. Old fan and
light about 100 years old.
7531694.

7r77770747crITts free

CLAYTONS

$1
SI
75

Large size ladies dresses,
air condition and radio.
Call 753-8236.

Wheat seed (Arthur)
a bushel. 489-2599. $5.00
1.3
with one clipping. Also six
acres lap hay for fourth of
bales in barn. 436-5324..

TRY
BEFORE
YOU
BUY
So your chil
wants to to
piano lessons be
you hate to buy
piano before you
sure they will stick
with it. RENT IT
FIRST! Rent °plies to purchase

Si

7
Cl

Raggedy Ann dolls and
stuffed dolls for
Christmas. 753-1525. 1610
College Fm. Rd.

19. FARMEQUIPMENI

22 MUSICAL

0
a
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Used bricks in Paducah.
444-9609.
Firewood for sale. Call
436-2744 after S p.m.

For sale complete
bedroom suit and living
room suit with coffee and
two end tables. All less
than one year old. Excellent-condition. Call 4365664.

New Conley fiberglass
ski. Elite model with
cover. 753-2337, _
Parachute to ride in. Pull
behind boat or car. 7530153 days, 753-2222 nights.

3
.
1

Lombard chain saws and
service. Stokes Tractor,
Industrial Rd.

Kitchen table with three
chairs and bench, captain
bed with four storage
drawers and bookcase
headboard. Call 753 3322.

16 gauge Browning
automatic. 16 gauge
Ithica pump gun. 753-1208.

1

be

MI
stc
lat

Six person Jacuzzi hottub
complete with heater,
filter, blower. Five ft.
television, large screen.
753-0153 days, 753-2222
nights.

1

Re
571

On
ap,
No
753

26 TV RADIO
REPOSSESSED
25"COLOR TV
Under Warranty
take up payments
CLAYTONS
753-7575
27. MOBILE
HOMES SALES
12x65 trailer for sale. 197!.
model, excellent
condition. Two bedroom
and bath /
1
2. Futly
carpeted. Call Brandon
Dill, Dill's Tr. Ct. 753-9104
or nights 753-1551.

On
api

Tw
817
deg
Cal

Fla
p
dos
410!
so
blc
Ca

4.0•11.1

12x65 1973 furnished,
central air. 759-1987.

1,

78 Model Down
12' by 55'For Sole.
Call 753-0193
after 6:00 p.m.

cm

1972 Atlantic 12x50 one
bedroom, gas heat,
underpinned, redwood
deck, $3950.00. Phone 7535609 or 753-5469'affer 5:00.

12

28. MOBILE
HOME RENTALS

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control
Pbo. iii M.

24 MISCELLANEOUS
3-15" 1964
Chevrolet wire spoke hub
caps $75.00. Two new GE
/
3
4 3 phase motors $30.00
each. Chair bottom sheet
cane 16"x50 ft. rolls
$100.00 a roll. 753-5940.
Se17;11137complete
"-s
with mattress and
bumper pad, for $4350.
Call 753-9566.
Wood for sale. $28.00 per
rick delivered. 489-2101 or
489-2231.
Wheat straw, five piece
kitchen set, pair large
table lamps, pair vanity
lamps. 492-8300.
KERO-SPUN heaters:
Moonlighter, $154.99;
Radiant 8, $162.99;
Radiant 10, $209.99;
Radiant 36, $212.99;
Omini 85, $218.99;
Director, $254.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
CHIMNEYS, ALL fuel,
triple wall pipe, 6" x 30",
$20.99; 8"x30", $29.99;
installation kit,6",$29.99;
', $42.99. Wallir
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
WOOD HEATERS,
deluxe cabinet, brick
lined fire box, cast iron
grates and doors, lift off
cook surface top, $239.99.
Two speed blower, $59.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
Wood burning stove with
fan and jacket. 2/
1
2 years
old. 345-2135.

Extra nice two bedroom
mobile home. Small well
kept court. Adults. Single
95.00, double $105,00. 7538216 after 5:00 p.m.
Two bedroom mobile
home furnished or unfurnished. Call 753-6200
after 5 p.m.
Trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill, Dill Tr. Ct.

34. F

Han
scre4

bard
Been
Co
De v
incor
Call ;
Thre
$285.

753-3

Well,
10x55 trailer for rent. 4365489.
For Rent-Two bedroom
mobile home, furnished,
near university. Prefer
male students. Phone 7533895 after 5 p.m.

30.BUSIN

SR NTA

5:00.
Tw

unil
depo
rent.
p.m.
Two
d r
refri
8175.
dope
7531

Thre
rent
6156,

77111TOTFrarl
Two bedroom apartment for
renerange, oven, refrigera-

tor, disflwasher, disposer,
washer and dryer hookup,
air, carpet. No pets. One
year lease and $225 deposit
required, $225 per month
Phone 753-2622 or 7533865
New duplex, two bedroom'
Northwood Sued. $265.00 per
month. 753-7853.
12x65 1973 Furnished, central
air. 75119117.

FOREMAN
MOVE UP WITH LOW'S
. SOUTHERN CLAY, INC.
An excellent opportunity currently exsts for an individual to join a local
anufacturing concern and division of
one of the Notion's leoding producers of
bsorbent cloy products sold to consumer,
industrial and agricultural accounts. Prospective candidates possessing
previous supervisory and operational experience, preferably in a monufocturing or
industrial environment ore encouraged to
apply for this productionkrocessing position. Previous labor relations experience
and capability desirable.
This is on excellent opportunity for on
individual to become part of an exciting
progressive company that offers an excellent compensation package and
Istonding company paid fringe benefits.
Please forward resume, or letter of introduction, to the Personnel Deportment
o set up on interview appointment.
LBWS SWIM CUL IL
•
P.I. MIA Sift SIMI
Piris. Tama MU
M Equal OPPOrtunitY ERIP/01W

4

121
and
th r
frig
dish
Cali
3
OnePric
dayt
753-3
Ileum

311.
Six
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ears.
.Call!
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32 APTS. FOR RENf

NI. PETS SUPPLIES

One bedroom efficiency
apartment partial All breed dog grooming.
utilities paid. No pets! Reasonable rates. Also
Girls preferred Rents for boarding and AKC
miniature Schnauzer
$90 00 a month 753-9741.
puppies. Hidden Valley
Two bedroom apartment. Kennels, 435 4506.
Close to hospital. 753-7809.
AKC Registered
Newly decorated one Doberman puppies. 759bedroom apartment 4588 or 753 7637.
$175.00 per month. Call
Spann Realty Associates Registered Dobermans,
753-7724.
black and rust, two reds.
Call 328 8363, Mayfield.
Two bedroom furnished
apartment, water fur
nished. $150.00. No pets!
Call 753-1203.
Apples for sale. Sweet cider.
Two bedroom al-artment Tucker Orchards, Landfill
furnished or unfurnished. Rd. Call 489-2467 to reserve
Newly decorated. No ordec.
children! No pets! Call
after 5:00, 753-n71.
Jones Produce 305 S. 12th
COuntry Charmer Enjoy 753-3773. Tomatoes
55
the quiet of our two cents a bushel,
indian
bedroom garage apart
corn, pumpkins,
ment. Six miles East of decorated gords,
apples,
Murray. Refrigerator,
,
1 aches, lettuce, greer
stove, water, carpet and beans, squash,
potatoes
lawn service provided. all kinds and ice
col
$125.00 per month. watermelons. Prices
y
References required. 753beat!
5733.

7771551777-

43 REAL ESTATE
NEW USTING
11
/
2 story brick, 2100
sq. ft. of living space, 2
acres. Brown's Grove
area. Only 138,000
We manage Rental
Property for other
people for a small fee
You'll like our Ser
vice
713-IS
I

PIOPEEITT MANAGEMENT

M3E lE"X IC 311:,

--•••••"
--"'"""A
43. REAL Es rirrs'

43. REAL ESTATE

homiremee IL
. Neal Rowan
Sowsholde Court sq
Murray,IKostowely
7534411
New listing two miles West
Lynn Grove on Hwy 94,
two bedroom frame house
with two acres very neat
and attractive home. For

of

more information call
Purdom and Thurman Real
Estate. 753-4451 Susy
Wells, 753-1585 or Geneva
"dles 153-6551

PINE
BLUFF
SHORES
17 miles from Murray Two
bedroom mobile home on ttiree
wooded lots with outstanding
lake view large room attached
with windows oil around
Remodeled and partly furnished. By owner 19.300 00 Call
75343776 after 5 p m

Ser, e,
S at The F nen& Touch

ACREAGE PLUS
CITY LIVING
Old 641 N., a lovely
3 b. r. 11
/
2 bath by.
(full basement has
recreation room,
with fireplace, utility room, '7,2 bath,
garage and storage
area), 2900 sq. ft.
under roof. Situated
on 5 lovely acres,
mostly tendable.
Reasonably priced
at $489,900.00.

13

REAL ESTATE

17
.7
.
107757=751 CAMPERS
RVIS.E.LOFFERED
Four bedroom house in Lynn 1978 Starcraft
pop up CARPET CLUN-IIM Free Grove with 2 acres House& camper. Swing out
kit estimates Satisfied
Country Hide-away 13
neeos repair. 435 4284
chen just like new, porta
references Vibra Vac steam
acres, walk out baseModern three bedroom potty, built in heater. 753- or quick dry cleaning LEE'S
ment 4 000 sq
ft
home, two baths, 58 acres 0153 days, 753- 2222 nights. CARPET CLEANING, 753
finished
of land, Stanley Martin
5127
homeplace located three
52. BOATS & MOTORS
Carpet
Cleaning Clean',
quarters of mile off
Home or business for
Highway 121 on Old 30 ft. fiberglass Drift'R- odor free . carpet, last
ent call
Murray • Paris Road, 38 Cruise houseboat. 100 longer and smells better.
acres tillable Ian, d, 7 horse motor, new paint, For free estimates call
Shreve Waldrop
acres pasture, 10 acres carpet and curtains, AM Jeff's Carpet Cleaning
Real Wet*
woodlanq, 3 acres FM cassette radio, CB 753 9826. Experienced and
ails lefta
wasteland. If interested radio, depth finder, gas reliable_
send inquires to P.O. Box grill, Boat fully equipped We
are now doing service
7$11-1781
230, Murray, Kentucky or and in excellent shape.
calls on plumbing and
call 753 2633. Crop land 5400.00. Call 753 8266
electrical. Dill Electric
and residence under 12 days and 753 3535 nights.
753-9104..
months lease. Priced in
Alive with color aid low eighties.
14 ft fishing boat 18 h.p.
Johnson motor. Call 437- .30 yearsexperienced car•
charm? Pleasingly
penter work' Also flue
4914or
437-4734.
The
perfect
home
decorated from the
for
building
Call 436-2253.
young
or
retired couple.
foyer to the family
OFFERED-New three bedroom 11
/
2
Aspalt
h
room with fireplace
driveways
anr
bath house located on All types repair
welding.
parking lots sealed by
and ceder beams, to
southwest edge of town. Will build new
fuel tanks sears For
free estimees
Priced in the 30's. Call for farmers oirr
the kitchen with dinrepair
ing area and to the )53-390i.
old ones. All welding call 753 2310
re
47. MOTORCrr
r guaranteed. $12.00 per
bedroom wing with
hour except building
Aluminum. Service
bnilt-ias.
For
1981 Yamaha 125 3
tanks. Open six days a
aluminum and vinyl economy, add cenwheeler, 1978 125 week. Call 474'8838.
Yamaha. 753-6087 after 5
siding, custom trim
tral gas - and you cos
p.m.
Free
to
go
home
one
find
work. References Call
male
the
total
cat two months old and
package by dialing
Will
Ed Bailey 753Lowrider
Harley 1981
tiger striped. Call 753753-1492. Offered by
15100.00. 762-4327 or 753- 0804.
0689.
•
9537.
Century 21, Loretta
Sanitorial and Bur-Dot
Ceramics. Open
Jobs, Realtors:
1975 350 Honda maintenance work. Com- 9:00
a.m. til 10.00 p.m.
combination road and mercial. Call Ron Ramey Monday
-Friday. Classes
trail bike. Excellent 436 2210.
and supplies. 474 2708
condition. Call 4372744.
4.
MOBILE -7AOME
1
CUSTOM
MACI
REPAIR. Installing tie AU
LORETTA, JOU, REALTORS
49. USED CARS
Imo SycomOtio
downs, underpinning, CABINETS
bookcase
s
leut,ay Kentucky 42071
1978 Oldsmobile Regency roofing, installing doors music
centers
etc'
1502) 75.3.:1402
four door loaded, extra and windows. Also build
Reasonable 436-2566
clean. Can be seen tat 919 porches and patios. Call
N. 18th St. or call 753-1419. 753-6973. Free estimates!
No job too small! Nights
45. FARMS FOR SACE
1971 Pontiac G737 ex- and weekends call 474
For rent, tease, or sale. 80 cellent condition
, low 2276.
acre cattle farm near mileage. Call
759 4805 Mobile 1-1-ome
roof
Crossland. Also hay for after 5:30.
resealed or coat with'
sale. Call 753-0662.
isa-fam
fiber asbestos paint. Call
1976 Dodge Aspen SE 753
rsa-eaas
9672 ater 5 p.m. for
43 acre farm for sale. 35 small V8, automatic, estimates.
acres good tendable land. power, vinyl roof, conAutomobife machanic will
One mile South of sole, bucket seats, cruise. Concrete and blocks and
„do work on automatic and
Coldwater. Call 753-0546 $2500.00 or best offer. Call brick. Basements, drive
753-7788.
or 753-0131.
ways, sidewalks and storrr all gasoline engined trucks
cellars. 20 years experience All work done gauranteed
1948 Chrysler Windsor. and free estimates. 753-5476.
„c_all 43714546
- 171/2 acres fenced, three' Good shape,
‘cChevrolet
Will inspect Snd clean
bedrom home $18,500.00 motor. 753-0193
days, 753- Fence sales at Sears nov,
chimneys. 498-8958.
terms. 753-2418.
2222 nights.
Call

53. SERVICES

OWNER
FINANCING
FEELING
AVAILABLE
41. PUBLIC SALE
One bedroom furnished
CROWD
ED?
This may be the
apartment for rent. 121 Antique Mall in HaLei, uven:
This unique
home you've been
North next to fairgrounds Mon. Sat., 9-5, Sun.. 15 11
beautifully
753-3139.
waiting for, designdealers _
decorated home/
ed
to
bring
instant
Carport sale Mon. 21One bedroom furnished
built in 1979, offers
happiness and
. .... Baby things,
apartment. Call 753-3949.
immense rooms - no
clothing and household Great location great
pleasure to your
crowded feeling
price. You get over 2200
Two bedroom apartment utensils. 753-5526.
family. Nothing
sq. ft. in this brick three
here!! 2 huge
$175.00 per month plus
was
overlooked in
deposit. 1301 Peggy Ann. Four party carport sale bedroom two bath counbedrooms up, 2
making this quality
Wed., Thurs., and Fri. 801 try home with an oversizCall 753-8411.
down.
You'll like
ed
home the ultimate
living room, large
Meadow Lane.
the big well apfamily room plus
in
Furnished one bedroom
beauty,
and
ofBig Carport Sale Fri. and separate dining
pointed kitchen
room.
apartment near Sat. 25th and 26th.
fers 4 bedrooms, 2
Several Low utility bills with
•
ndand the shady 2
downtown Murray. 753- pieces antique
the
baths,
furniture
family
, two wood burning stoves.
4109. 436-2841.
acre
lot.
So
if
you're
depression glass, tv's, Also has
roomw with
central air, fencin the market for a
Boys rooms for rent one radios, guns and much ed yard, garage and attic
fireplace, and doumore.
Three
miles
east
of
block from University.
large
home, senstorage space. Relax and
ble car garage. Call
Hardin on Coon Club road let
Call 753-1812 or 753-6933.
your family spread out
sibly priced, then
off of Hwy.80.
and
treat yourself
over 1 1/2 acres and only
you must see this
to a showing of this
Moving Sale Thurs., Fri two minutes from town.
home!
Offered at
Call
today,
Spann
and Sat. eElectric aplovely home. OfRealty
Neils*
0;74,500.
Assoc.
753-7724.
pliances, nick nacks and
fered at $79,900
NUICAL
clothes all sizes, 94 East
through Kopperud
to Mack and Mack
APARTMENTS
Realty, 711 Main in
Camper Sales turn right
Murray.
watch
and
signs.
for
REDUCED 15,000.00.
1,11 3 Islam mlk Tres
This home is just barely
SEPTE
MBER
S16511 poi ao.
Four party carport sale at
lived in. Features three
SPECIAL
1607 Locust Fri. and Sat.,
Ikapasi mi
bedrooms, two baths, and
Live and earn with
8:00. Children and adults
a spacious great room
Sears. 753-2310 foi
ONdei maul MN sal
clothing various sizes,
with a large and beautiful
this FHA approved
HOMES FOR SALE 1976 VW Rabbit good tree estimate for your
46.
mmolit
ealska toys and a variety of
NOT JUST
ireplace.
This house is
Toy Lee
home, plus 20 x 50
condition for $1,950.00. needs
Ilia Bain Net-hi Olt items.
A HOME...
not only beautiful, but is House for sale furnished Call 7537675.
Barnett
metal
.
bldg.
suitable
built for the practical use or unfurnished, carpet'
Guttering by Sears. Sear
124111am
AN ESTATE
Gravel, Sand,
Cool,
for a variety of
Yard sale two miles out of
of the every day family. throughout, 2 large bedrooms
continuous gutters installed
OF MIND
labial Ni.
Murray off 94 East on Van
Fredonia Lime and
The large kitchen and and large liv ng 1976 Monte Carlo Landau
commeri
uses.
loaded, good condition. per your specifications Call
Rant,It
Cleave Rd. all week long.
dining area are tryly a room. Dining r m
Locate *Y.& edge
Dirt 753-4776
$2,000.00. Call after 5 p.m. Sears 753-2310 for free
753-0169.
Beautiful 4 or 5 berblessing to any harrasseci kitchen, bath r m,
512.15/19I4
753-0851
of Muri‘-y at 1907
estimate
woman. The private utility room and bu t in
droom, 3 bath
Emal Ns* Omaha/
Coldwater Fd. PricALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
Two party yard sale Fri.
fenced backyard and car garage. 11
/
2
ocks 1973 Gremlin wrecked or, Alexander
Gates
borou
gh
Septic -tank Or vinyl s1ding and trim
and Sat., Sept. 24 and 25,
patio are perfect for the from M.S.U. Loo
ed at $35,000. Phone
over drivers side, front. Six
home
double
on
a
small es in your family. and give me a bi No real cylinder automatic. Cleaning Vacuum cleaned Aluminum trim for brick
34. HOUSES FOR REN T 1111 Cir carama Dr. Lots
753-1222, Kopperud
simmomm
lot. There are two
of good bargains. Clothes
So
r beauty and just estate brokers p ease. 206 Whole or parts. After 4:00 from your driveway In- houses lack Glover,
'Realty
753,
For
All
House einht rooms, bath, size 9-14, one oak antique
call 753-6091.
in every day living you S. 15th, 759-4702
heat pumps with a
dustrial. residential. or 1813
p.
Your
screened in back porch, bed, dishes, pots and
Real
Estate
see
ust
this
dream of a
humidifier, central
commercial. 24 hour sergarden space, garage. pans, coffee table and end
Needs.
house. Call Spann Realty New 3 bedroom, 2 bath. 1975 Camero, p.s., p.b.,
GENERAL HOME REPAIR
vacuum system, invice
Call 753-5933
Been remodeled by City table.
AM
-FM
built-In appliances. Must
tape, good
Assoc., 753-7724.
15 years experience carpen-Community
tercom, automatic
condition.
Call
753 5510.
All your plumbing and air try. concrete. plumbing
sell, $30,000. Call 489
Development. Low Carport Sale Thurs. only!
garage door
2670
income family wanted. Also pop-up camper. 1307
siding, things
1968 Camero SS, sharp conditioning needs Also do roofing,
opener, wet bar,
•
Call 753-3685.
Peggy Ann Dr.
car. High performance, Arpentry, painting, roofing around the home Free
and two patios.
Older Hduse and
serious calls only. 759- and concrete. All work done estimates' No job too small.
Three bedroom 1 1/2 bath
Everything you
1718.
to satisfaction 763-9822._ Call days 474-2359.
1 acre with
$285.00 per month. Call Garage Sale Fri. and Sat.,
474need for com753 3612 and ask for Susie 8:00 a.m. Three miles out
1972 Mustang V 8 runs Profession
repairs
could
2276
evenings
be
On
al
S.
16th
or
Wiswell
Rd.
fortable
Wells or 753-1585 after
, leisurely
great. Needs minor body Paperhanging, painting, weeketufs
Clothing, bedspreads,
.
414-227
6
bedr
oom
4
5:00.
work. Make offer. 753- farm buildings, top,
family living. Call
drapes, more. Toys,
sides.
Three
bedroom,
2266
bath,
759
or
4683.
den
locate
K
near
K
d
&
Stump
Removal.
Do
Comme
Two houses near. many other items. 753rcial or
for an appointment
with fireplace
REAL ESTATE
garage
residential. Call Tremon you need stumps removed
university. $100.00 9523.
today, 753-1222, on one acre.andDeposit,
Stella.
753-60$0
Farris. 759-1987.
deposit, $108.00 per month
from your yard or land
Kopperud Realty.
reference, lease, $200.00.
1975 PONTIAC
Call 753-9924
rent. Call 753-6114 after 6 Four party garage sale
cleared of stumps? We can
PrOlrLIKWIa: Se-f'
member
are
We
Strout
of
Realty.
s
753-0186.
CATALINA
Thurs. and Fri. 1508 CarP.m.
after 4:30 p.m:
M de The F rieric13, Touch
remove stumps up to 24
Multiple listing serOne owner local car.
Two bedroom, washer, dinal Dr.
below
the ground leaving
WELL
vice.
dryer, stove,
COUNTRY
PUROOM'S
only sawdust and chips
tome for sale by owner.
43. REAL ESTATE
refrigerator, all carpet.
DRILLI
CHARMER
NG
1505 Oak Dr., excellent
Oldsmobile
Call for free estimate Bob
$175.00 a month, $100.00 40 acre farm, half mile fivrif
NEW LISTING
New listing in condition, immediate
WI :models Ifi never
Kemp 435-4343 or Boti
deposit and references. town on 94 East. six tenths
Pontiac
of
Attractive 3
Candlelight Estate possession. Three
753-5094.
rest Plastic Wells. InKemp, Jr. 435-4319
a mile blacktopped. 23 acres
Cadillac
'3edroom
brick
over 1400
bedroom brick
Sub-Div., lovely 3 b.
tendable, 17 timber. For more
stilll water linos and
ft. living area. Fully
1406W. Main 753-5315
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
Three bedroom home for information call
home on Highway
r., 2 bath b. v., has zarpeted.
Purdorn &
Phone Paducah
water supply systoles.
rent 1207 Kirkwood. 753underpinning. roof's sealed
Thurman Real Estate, 753
94, 10 miles East of
many
qualit
y
before 5:00 p.m. 5544111
JUST ONE
6156, 753-5945.
RITSTER
445t; Susy Wells, 753-1585 or
patio
awnings and house
GOVE
RNME
NT
Murray near Kenfeatures-fireplace
or after 5:00 pun. 554
LOOK
•Geneva Giles, 7534557.
SURPLUS CARS AND
type roofs for mobile
MULPIN
7580. Ask for Ken
tucky Lake. Lot of
with
121 between Coldwater
stove
insert,
TRUCKS NOW
That's all it will
homes 753-1873. lacii
WELL DRILLING
approximately 1
and Mayfield. Two or
central electric Ad-anis.
AVAILABLE through
take to convince
Glover
three bedrooms, Located in Riviera
901-364-3476
acre. Priced
government sales, under
heat
pump,
airyou that this is the
frigerator, stove and
Courts k thk two
FOR SALE
$300.00. Call 1-714-569reasonably at only
56. FREE COLUMN
conditioning. Entry
dishwasher furnished.
home
for your fami0241. Open 24 hourjs. For
bedroo
m•bile
m
The
Lydia
Phillips
I. $28,000. Phone 753hall,
terrific
Call 419-2775. a.
kitFree
adorable cute and
Relax
ly.
your
directory
from
the
P
on how to
D Lawn Service
home, completely
Home located about
1222, Kopperud
chen with range,
cuddly gray kitten in good
purchase.
day's
work
in
the
Mowing
small
tree
and
37. LIVESTOCK
dfaraished for ally
health. Very playful and
6 miles east of MurRealty for full
exhaust fan,
13x21 master
hedge
trimming
Free affectionate. Needs a
SUPPLIES
--WILK the Ideal
1977 Mercury Cougar
ray
on
280,
includes
disposa
details.
l.
Large
bedroom suite, then
good home. Call 767 4252.
station wagon. Excellent Estimates 436/a97
One-two horse trailer.. dwelling for that soa
15 acres approxwooden deck, 2-car
join the family in
condition 753-6342 after
or daughter sew atPriced to sell. Call
40 Acre farm, half mile from
garage, electric
imately 756 feet of
6:00p.m.
the beautiful den
daytime 753-5671, nights
teadiag college. town on 94 East.6/10of a mile
opener.
On
/
1
2
road
acre
frontage. Call
11
,53-3130.
with its round
blacktOpped. 23 acres
Make your offer to1968 Volkswagon Beetle.
well-landscaped lot.
753-6531.
lendable, 17 timber. For more
hearth fireplace.
Good condition 753-6342
38. PETS-SUPPLIES , day!
A
good
buy
information call Purdom &
at
The kitchen is a
after 6:00p.m.
Thurman Real Estate, 753.
$59,900.00.
FHA home and lot. Three
110111125 IIALTY
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
Six month old black Great
gourmet's delight
4451; Susy Wells, 753 1585 or
bedroom
brick,
size
lot
80
SOUSED TRUCKS
11*$488mr•
Dane, full pedigree, cropped
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
with its bay winGeneva Giles, 753 6557
ft.
x
177
with
ft.
outside
COMMERCIAL
ears, fully obedience trained.
Menitly.
783-18S I
*LEADING BRANDS OF(OSMI TICS
dow. The formal
storage shed. Assumable
Call Sal, 753-9101, 753-6527,
PROPERTY
loan, only one year old. In
living and dining
•HOLLISTER()STOW,
'PRODUCTS
For Sale or Lease
county close to school.
'79 Ford F-150
room offers you and
I IMPV 01141rert
% nplortn• on(ft I ornIt•
Pte.
711 S. 12th St. - Ideal Can be seen at Scenic
4x4 300 4 sp.
your guests an
Subc1. off of Hwy,
locat
ion foi4 Acres
elegant place to
280. $33,500.00 or can call
753-8
786 or
business, commerL 753-4037.
visit. Seeing is
753-5699.
cially zoned.
believing. Phone
House for sale furnished
Building needs or
unfurnished, carpet
753-1222, Kopperud
225 L. P. Miler St.(Across haw Cswwwwity Cue«)
renovating. Park- throughout, two large 1973 International farm
Realty, for all the
Specializing ie Seam. Mims
ing space to ac- bedrooms and large truck. 14 ft flat bed price
information of this
commodate 60 cars. living room. Dining $2850.00.
Nairarts $1.25
Pre/eimeeve: Ser.ire,
lovely Canterbury
room,k itchen, bath room, 1973 International farm
11 nt The F
Owner will lease on Utility
Touch.
Open Hours
room and built in truck. 14 ft. flat bed price
Estates residence.
10 yrs base, or two 5 car garage. 11/2 blocks 528.50.00. Call 753
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Set.
8061.
FUVERWOOD
years options. Con- from M.S U. Look it over
Large residential
SEARCH NO
8-12 753-3685
tact
Boyd-Majors and give me a bid. No real 1974 Jeep CJ5 4 wheel
lot, city water,
LONGER
estate brokers please. 206 drive, hardtop, small V-8,
For
details.
for
Appointment
S. 15th, 759 4701
sewer available,
For a hOme with an
three speed, 27,000 actual
miles. $3000.00. Call 753
located in
acre lot just
7788.
prestigious Riverminutes from town.
wood. Owner will
A beautiful foyer
Clean No.9 lump coal, 50 per 1981 Chevrolet pickup.
FOR SALE
finance 25% down,
opens into both the
753 6087 after 5 p.m.
ton
at
yard.
121
interest.
South
12%
Only
at
formal
living room
Dhdolond Shopping Confer
80 GMC Van conversion
$7,500.
and the den with a
Fully customized with
Clarks
River.
Open
8-1
on
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
refrigerator, sink, stereo,
brick wall
Saturday, or call 753-4776
couch (converts into bed),
HAVE YOUR
fireplace. This 3
rally wheels, custom paint
CAKE AND
bedroom, 2 bath
and captains chairs. 13,000
TOO!!
EAT IT
home is nicely armiles. Reply to 153-5014
A sound investment
ranged for family
1974 Chevrolet pick up
gifts: billfolds, belts,
that will pay for
custom deluxe for sale.
living with all its
itself!! Modern
$1400.00. After 5 p.m,call
extras; a patio for
purses, coats,
436 2549
brick duplex - 4
entertaining, a doupants, etc. All types leather
rooms, bath,
1978 Datsun 'King Cab.
ble garagew with
roof, back sliding
Sun
modern kitchen
repair. Minor shoe repair.
concrete driveway
glass, AM FM 8 track
with appliances,
and
profess
ional
stereo. After 5 p m. can
Older how with two bedrooms, large living
Custom made
central heat and
landscaping. Of489 2570.
room, idtchea, moo bath, dieing mem and May
central air. Each
clothing, harness, belts an)4
fered through Kopream. Noose is approximately foe, utiles from
side. Good location.
51 CAMPERS
perud Realty, 753gifts.
For Appointment
tom, his city water. $16,500, cal 753 S322
$52,900.
cox camper fold _down
after 4:30 p.m.
5.400.00 436 2506

Fan't

WALLIS DRUG

MURRAY
LEATHER
SHOP

ORNBUCKLE BARBER SHO

OPENING THURSDAY
SEPT. 24, 1981

Leather
saddlebags,

Toy Lee
Barnett

leather

•uknoutiumit
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Hospital Reports

Fuhrmann's Book
Published

•

Dr. Joseph T.
Fuhrniann aasistant professor of history at Murray State University, has
had his book, titled Tsar
Alexis — His Reign and
His Russia, published by
the Academic International Press.
The book is a narrative
account by Fuhrmann of
Alexis Mikhailovich, second Ftomanov tsar and
father of Peter the Great,
who reigned from 1645 to
1676.
Included in the book
are drawings, pictures
and maps depicting the
life and times of Tsar
Alexis. In the book,
Fuhrmann has translated
much of the early Russian terminology into

modern English.
Fuhrmann has had two
previous books published, including Origins of
Capitalism in Runde: Industry and Progress in
the Sixteenth and Seventeeth Centuries and An
Eighteenth Century Russia n Philosopher's
Search for God.
Fuhrmann haS been a
member of the Department of History at Murray State for four years.
He earned the B.A.
degree at Emory University in Atlanta and both
the M.S. and Ph.D.
degrees at Indiana
University. Fuhrmann
8130 attended Moscow
University in Russia
working on his doctoral
dissertation.

•
8/11/81
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Holt, Baby Boy (Lee
Ann),Rt. 2,Gilbertsville.
Miller, Baby Girl
(Georgia),Rt. 1, Benton.
Potthast, Baby Girl
(Kathy), Rt. 1 Box 109,
Buchanan,Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Daryoush H. Khajavi,
802 College Cts., Murray,
Mrs.Barbara S. Kirksey,
Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Rebecca Ann Futrell, 49
Shady Oaks, Murray,

m

:Ow m
I
I

Ira m m
g

Mrs. Margaret L Lowe,
Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs Rita
Joyce Peal and Baby
Girl, 910 N. 11th St., Murray, Mrs. Beth M.
Weatherford and Baby
Girl, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tenn.
Mrs. Vicki M. Wallace,
Rt. 2, Box 12A2, Murray,
Mrs. Kay G.Bates, Rt. 5
Box 1077, Murray, Mrs.
Brenda K. Conger, 305
Wilson, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Martha S. Burnett,
Rt. 6, Mayfield, Mrs.
Elizabeth K. Gilliam, Rt.

7 Box 194, Murray, Mrs.
Sharon K. Newton, Rt.
Box 79-A, Murray.
Michael D. Allbritten,
Box 287-A New Concord,
Regina G. Walker, Rt. 1,
Almo, Daryl A. Eldridge,
N Riviera Cts., Murray,
Richard Eldridge, 86
Riviera Cts., Murray,
Mrs. Georgia F. Miller,
Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs. Sadie
Nell Waters, 1 397
Johnson, Murray.
Heather D. Wrye, Rt.6,
Murray, Christopher J.
Kirksey,
Roach, Rt.1

Mrs. Beverly A. King,212
Irvan, Murray, Clyde H.
Roberts, 1302 Doran Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Ruth A.
Hill, 700 Sycamore. Moorray, Bun Wilkerson. Rt.
1 box IS, Murray.
Tommy D. Workman,
Rt. 1 Box 175-A, Murray,
Mrs. Mabel D. Brown, D8 Murray Manor, Murray, Mrs. Ora L Bucy,
Rt. 8 Box 710., Murray,
William L Barnett, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Charles H. Farris,
1517 Oxford, Murray,
Robert Kirks, F-3

Peggy J. Chilton, Rt. 7
Bx. 187, Benton, Mrs.
Mary Ruth Bell, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Gaynelle A.
Williams, Rt. 4 Bx. .8,
Murray.
Charles J. White, Bs,
580, Cadiz, Ky., Mrs.
Thelma I. Bennet!, Rt. 2
Bx. 104, Murray, Mrs.
Algie F. Taber', Rt. 1,
Farmington, Joe Cathis,
Rt: 3 Bx. 292, Murray,
Bobby G. Wiggins, 210
Friendship, Fulton, Ocus
F. Boyd (expired), 1616
Miller, Murray.

9-12-81
Newborn
Admission
Puckett, Baby Boy
(Sandra), Rt 1,
Palmersville,Tenn.
Disminals
Joseph M. Garland, Rt.
Wingo, Mrs. Christine
F. Scarbrough, 18034
College Farm Rd., Murray, Mrs. Pat L Poet,504
Weda, Mayfield, Mrs.
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Hyde Park Pure Cane

1

Sugar
4

SUPER MARKET

Dealt,

Southside Manor, Murray.

• tiosi Overlie*/ Almois tow Imes"

No Veiny
Accept Feed Stomps
MN Reserve The Right
To Limit Ilue•Ottes

Nam &wood 4 Operetesi
New Store Nears 7 8...4 p.85.
Prices Good 9-22 This 9-28

5 Lb. lei
Simi 70'
NE.•P

1111 1111 1111

Save 76'

All Condensed Nee Laundry

Wife Nurses Suspicion
Of Ailing Husband

Campbell's

Carnations Net

By Abigail Van Buren
•lie

10 Lb $499

Detergent

39

•
Cocoa Mix •
Nabisco Premiss Satins

$'I
Semi 27'

Crackers

I lb box69

by UblY•flai PM'S. SYndKat•

Tomato
Soup

*lift Purim Yellow Quarters
DEAR ABBY: My middle-aged husband has been'in the
hospital three times in the last year. Each time he spent
between eight to 10 days there, and always in the same
section, so he became quite friendly with the nurses.
I have always trusted my husband, but listen to this. One
jokingly told me that she came
of his night nurses(an R.
into my husband's room &t 1 a.m. every morning with some
7.Up, which they would mix with vodka. (My husband's
brother had brought him a bottle as a gift.) My husband
didn't deny these little "nightcap" parties; in fact he
bragged about them.
Now that my husband is home, this night nurse has been
calling to ask him how he is getting along. It bothered me.
so I listened in on the extension and I heard her ask him
when he was going to meet her in the city.(We are farmers
and own a lot of land.)
I asked my husband to talk to our priest or see a marriage
counselor, and he flatly refused to do either. A divorce would
crush our children, but it is not my intention to continue to
live with a man I cannot trust.
What should I do?
ANONYMOUSLY YOURS

Margarine

10 oz. Save 24'

Lb.494

Savo 10'
Gehl Model 5 lb. kg
Hour

994

Savo 26'
Non-Dairy Carnation

Kraft Americen Choose

Coffeemote..Save 26' 16 oz. $1 69

Singles

Flay-O-Rkk Pere Omar

Rod Cross Rog. or Thin

&Deftest oz.

Light N Lively

Pineapple

1 Lb. Can Any Grind

Carpet Cleaner
Save 40'

•

you're
not made of

901 Sycamore St.
, Murray, Ky. 1
11
c 02171
Mi(

4t.
'KING-1.
NDOLT
'pow.1st..keep es nerIC

$159

39

"
Iron%
Ct.,
l60.
e
Deposit
Pies Bottles or )

We now have Weight Watchers Ice
Cream and Ice Cream Treats - Plus Pepperidge Farms Cookies, Breads,
and Crackers!

'fittfirenir

a

Mr. P. Combination

U.S.D.A. Choke Boneless

Pizza

Chuck Roos

Frosty Whip

.2.69'

Topping
Frosty

Acres Sliced

Strawberries

10..69'

Frosty Seas

Fish Sticks

These days. no one is With prices
rising as fast as they are now, it
makes good sense to save money
anywhere you can. So look to your
insurance for possible savings

753-8355

Tablets

Weight Watchers!

money!
Call us for a quote on Great American
auto or homeowners insurance If
you're not made of money. a Great
American auto or homeowners
policy is made for you

Reg. $2.51 Savo 99'
Cored&"D" Decongestant

1 2 Gal. Asstd. Flay.
/

DEAR ABBY: How do I tell my very loved husband that
the shirt size he has worn for years no longer fits him? I
don't want to come right out and say, "You need a larger
size."
A few times when I have bought him shirts (larger size)
I've fibbed, saying, "These were on sale, and although they
may be a little big, they were so good-looking I couldn't pass
them up." Another time I told him that the salesman said
that the new shirts ran a bit small and suggested I buy a
larger size.
Abby. my husband knows he's overweight and has every
intention of dieting, but he never seems to get around to it.
I don't want to hurt this dear man, so what do you say?
Should I just keep my mouth shut?
LOVES MY MAN IN CALIF.
DEAR LOVES: You do your man no favors by
pretending not to notice that he's overweight while
you buy him bigger shirts and fib about the reason.
Perhaps a rude awakening — such as being unable to
button the top button on his shirt (or trousers) — is
what he needs to motivate him to lose weight. If you
love him. level with him.

Rog. $1.76 Save 39' 1.1 et.

Ice Milk

•• •

16 oz.$219

4,f555""
Coca Cola,
Tab,
Sprite

Prairie Farms

DEAR RALPH: Thanks. But what does one do
when the pushy one "squeezes in" in the middle?

Mc.Peck"

V4 Si.

Now Airwick Plush

as.

DEAR ABBY: Here's a suggestion for "Family Feud,"
who wrote in to complain that her daughter-in-law insisted
on being in the family portrait: Put her on the end of the
group, and when the photograph is printed, she can be
easily lopped off.
Newspapers do this frequently when an unwanted subject
insists on squeezing into the picture.
RALPH IN LITTLE FALLS, N.Y.

3/$1
59'

Save 14' 1S

Del Mont* Cr-SI-chk.

s...25.2 794

Yogurt

7 oz. Save 17'

Spaghetti

Coffee

594

Save 16'

Sour Cream

DEAR ANON: Talk to your priest and accept his
counsel. Don't rush into anything. Divorce is a heavy
penalty for what may be a minor offense. Never cut
what you can unravel.

Folgers

Save 40' Gel $239

Juice

Savo SO' Lb.$1 99

New Green

19
be. 99'
6

3 lb.

6.39'

s
;e
c1his
pe
Re ip
i
Red Tokay

Grapes

Roast
$1179Lb.

Beef
I Sausage
$1 79 lb. '
I $1 19 Lb.
elf

Ground Bee

di

Cabbage
Yellow
Onions

FieW's OW Pubis.
Perk

Lean Ilesoless Stew

...79'.a Pure Fresh Lean

PRODUCE
IP

g

U.S.D.A. Choice
Sissies* Arm

79'

I.

Puck
3 Lb. or More

Mid's Sliced

Field's Pre Leaps

Bologna
1 Lb. Pitg.$1 39

Wieners
12 et. pkg.$1 09

I

-

Metzger

Brounschweiger

.79' Lb.

Fuld Sliced Slob

Bacon

mit•mmmol•m• MMMMMMMMM 11111111511.mmalmmmoomm MMMMMMMMM

1/Lb?

